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The Production of Sustained High
Frequency Oscillations

By M. A.

From the many excellent articles ap-
pearing from time to time in MODERN
ELECTRICS on the subject of aerophony,
its readers have, no doubt, become

more or less familiar with the greatest of
all practical applications of "sustained"

or "undamped" waves, and owing to
their rapidly increasing importance in
the fields of wireless telegraphy and aer-
ophony, a brief description of some of
their more important characteristics and
the methods employed in their produc-
tion may be of interest.

For the benefit of those who are not
familiar with the differences existing be-
tween "undamped" oscillations and
those of the "damped" variety, it mightbei vellto briefly describe the conditionsnecessary

kinds.
for the production of both

The different forms of ap-paratus for the production of electricaloscillations
or high frequency currents

as

'nal,' be divided into two general classes,
Those

follows:

1

produced
which the oscillations are
suenly discharn ahighlY el

cu
Possessing

capacity and inductance.
Th

lions ,,,c3se which produce the oscilla-
tiptivuirectlY without employing a dis-

(tlasse ischarc,
s belo the first of these

ng the ordinary methods such

DEVINY.

as are at present employed in nearly all
of our wireless telegraph stations,
while the second form includes the var-
ious arc devices and high frequency al-
ternators of every description.

In order to set up high frequency cur-
rents or electrical oscillations of any
kind by the disruptive discharge of a
highly electrified source, such as a con-
denser or a static machine, it is essential
that the discharging circuit possess the
factors of capacity and inductance and
that the ohmic resistance be less than a
certain maximum value. The exact
functions performed by each of these
elements require very complicated math-
ematical consideration for their thor-
ough comprehension, but their general
characteristics may be described as fol-

Fig. 2

lows. The capacity, or condenser ef-
fect, imparts to the circuit the ability to
store up the electrostatic charges impart-
ed to it by the induction coil, static ma-
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chine or other source of electrification,
while the inductance gives it the prop-
erty of "electromagnetic inertia" or the
quality of resisting all sudden changes
in the value of the current flowing
through it. This latter property is an -

MODERN

Fig. 3

alogous to the mechanical inertia pos-
sessed by all material substances.

In the ordinary tuned wireless systems
the oscillations in the aerial are produced
by the discharge of a condenser in a cir-
cuit connected to the aerial or induc-
tively coupled to it by means of an os-
cillation transformer. In any event the
discharge circuit is always found to pos-
sess the above mentioned properties in
some degree. Such a circuit is illus-
trated diagrammatically in Fig. t, where-
in C represents the condenser for pro-
ducing the oscillations by its discharge ;
L, the inductance for supplying the
necessary "inertia" to the circuit ; S,
the spark gap or discharger, and C, the
induction coil for charging the condens-
er to the required potential. In a cir-
cuit of this character, the oscillations
are produced in the following manner :

When the key K is depressed, the
current will rush through the closed in-
terrupter and into the primary of the
coil, thereby inducing an exceedingly
high E. M. F. in the secondary which
is impressed upon the condenser C,
charging the latter until its potential
reaches the maximum that the coil is
capable of producing. At this point
the interrupter suddenly breaks the pri-
mary circuit, thus inducing a powerful
reverse E. M. F. in the secondary which
suddenly falls to zero, leaving the con-
denser to discharge through the gap S.

ELECTRICS

a number of exceedingly'

pearing as a single spark althou

these flashes which occur. ,,.:ule fir'e,'

mark and charges

The flash which

in

oscillating circuit byto and
-ittence of the inductance- of the th

potential which is nearly eq ill'Ii3

backward again and to

the two sides of the circut:t111111,b4 b

itial value. This causes it totonI,;
tial of the first side to an almost ea;

count of its inertia t t - °n etllat

i

lish an electrical

ecurrente ing')1 r 1.'Irelcaused b aptd ih

L Dr.

Occ

reasot,

equiiiib:,tes

di, is g" kl,

the other side
s `'

Y the r spari,

raise

overreache
4:

apid :

o ins

the late

value, and the process is repeatedst'
It;manner until the oscillations1113

and equilibrium is restored; after whiff
the interrupter again closes the!ill

circuit

and the process is repeated.
We may compare this with a V tube

filled with liquid. If we raise the
li-

qui d in one side, the column in the other
will fall. If left to itself, the liquid

will oscillate back and forward, till

equilibrium is again established,
A train of oscillations is produced

with each discharge of the condenser

but after each surge of the current its

value becomes less and less, due to the

smaller E. M. F. producing it as equili.

brium

Fig. 4

current wave to resemble
that silOger,is approached, thus causing

lb;

that
Fig. 2. From this it can readily

be se

the oscillating current
decrea;

very rapidly as the discharge
progee.

and is finally reduced to zero.
1111' re.

duces the effectiveness
of the Nca'-' for

aerophonic

'action

ducing effect or "clamping"

tions
It will also be noted that

the or

are only produced
when tofilrye 5f

Nrveonrdke.rs
them

usele5.5

oscil°'duced and

denser is discharging
; the oscilla '
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being idle during the charge,

:inch naturally
causes the produced as

cillations
to be of a very intermittent

character.
In sending a message, for

a
"dot"may represent two or

three
hundred separate damped wave

each
separated by an interval of

ttirmaiens'which
is relatively very long in

arison
to the total time the oscilla-

comp

lions
are actually- taking place.

Fig. 5

As a practical illustration of this, sup-
pose the oscillations in the circuit to be
taking place at the rate of 500,000 per
second and that each discharge of the
condenser consists of 50 separate surges
of the current. If the speed of the in-
terrupter be, say, 100 per second, there
will be 100 distinct discharges during
that interval. This will make the time
during which the oscillations are actu-
ally taking place only one per cent. of
the total time of the operation, since
50 times 1/500,000 of a second is only
1/10,000 of a second.

From what has been said it is evidentthat the oscillations produced by dis-
charging a condenser through a circuittPossessing inductance are of a very in-termittentittent nature, thus rendering them
veryiriefficient for the transmission of4,flything but signals. Accordingly, the
tuturouchts of investigators have beenturn

tow -3
rflethod haru the production of some

the oscillations might
and made continuous-snoutwasthe entire time the circuitfor thevSaed,. and thus render it possible

dclusiv as
aerial to emit waves confirm-

'ePressed."g as the sending key was
ltd

tot he investigations have
Portant "e Production of two very im-Present systems, both of which are at
41.01111 einPloYed in the transmission of

%-ssages.

Perhaps the simplest of these, from
an electrical point of view, is by the
use of a high frequency alternator or
a machine capable of generating alter-
nating current of a frequency of 1,000
or more cycles per second. Several
forms of high frequency alternators
were designed by some of the earlier
experimenters which were capable of de-
livering about 10 amperes at a pressure
of 100 volts or so, but it has only been
recently that machines have been so per-
fected as to render them suitable for
aerophonic work. In fact, the difficul-
ties, both of a mechanical and an elec-
trical nature, that must he overcome,
are so great that there have been but
very few of such machines ever con-
structed. A prime requisite of ma-.
chines of this character is the enormous
speed at which they must be 'driven, in
order,to produce the required frequency.
Tesla designed one Which employed 384
field poles which were !haunted on the
periphery of a Massive wheel which re-
volved inside of a stationary arrnatute
structure also consisting. Of '384 p.018
(Fig. 3). When driven at a gpe&r.cif
3,000 r. p. m., 'or 50 revolutiOnSper 'Sec-
ond, it produced a frequency' of 40,000
cycles. But even this frequency is en-
tirely too low for practical' work in wire.-
leSS telegraphy and aerophony, and un-
til a few years ago it Was. irnp(Asible to
produce machines suitable for this pur-
pose.

Most of the recent high frequency
alternators are of the "incinctor" tyoe,
being 'provided with both a; stationary

Fig. 6

armature and a stationary field, but em-
ploying a rotating mass of iron with
teeth -like projections which rapidly

change the magnetic relations existing

between the armature and the field.

This method obviates the necessity for

all sliding contacts and renders it possible

to give much greater mechanical

strength to the moving member. Still
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other forms employ both a revolving ar-

mature and a revolving field which are

rotated in opposite directions by means

of suitable gearing. This method in-

creases the relative speed between the

two members without requiring as great

a rotative speed of the shafts.
Among the most notable machines in

use at the present time is that used by

Prof. Fessenden at his aerophone sta-

tion at Brant Rock, Mass., which is ca-

pable of producing a frequency of 150,-

000 cycles or more when driven at a
speed of nearly 150 revolutions per sec-

ond. In fact, it is claimed that by the
use of modern methods of construction
and good design, it is possible to produce
machines capable of generating alternat-
ing current with frequencies as high as
300,000 cycles. On account of the high
speeds at which they must be driven,
the machines are necessarily of small size
and of low output, and a peculiar condi-
tion observed in their use is that as the
speed is increased to raise the frequency,
the output is greatly reduced, thus di-
minishing the efficiency.

In aerophone stations employing such
machines, they are invariably connect-
ed to the aerial through an oscillation
transformer, one method of which is
shown in Fig. 4. These stations, al-
though being limited to the use of com-
paratively long waves, are capable of
much closer regulation and tuning than
those employing other methods for pro-
ducing the oscillations, as the frequency

simply
changing

be made anything desired by
changing the speed and varying the field
excitation to keep up the voltage.The
machines, however, must approach me-
chanical and electrical perfection and
are necessarily very expensive to con-
struct. At present their use is limited
to but very few systems, but as im-
provements in design and construction
continue, there is little doubt but that
the future will see them installed in near-ly all of the larger aerophone stations.

A method of producing sustained os-
cillations that is very extensively used
in many of the most successful aero-phone systems, notably the De-Forest and the

Poulsen,
is bymeans of the "Duddell arc"s or modifica-tions thereof. The general principle ofthis apparatus was first evolved by Prof.

Elihu Thompson, who in 1893 obtaineda patent for the production of high fre-quency currents by"shunting a capacity

and inductance

a direct current
plied current at 550 volt7to-,thwellich stiop

which is shown
arc." His

electrodes E and E
arc was drawn. This ar

in Fig 5 ,arn

e wvalluieesh,

an

the condenser C,

alternating current of very

in series with
When the capacity
been adjusted to the pro

thweand inductancerer11-had

very little

quency was found to be produced
htiligdie'ipofsrthsei-e.

shunt circuit of the apparatufislal:

bilities of high frequency
practical use at that time
rangement, however,

:i-on.ns hadnot then been realized.
In 1900, Mr .W. Duddell found

a condenser and an inductance
proper values were shunted around

t i

D. C. arc of a certain length, formed
with solid carbons, that the arc emitted
a musical note. He also made many
researches on the- subject of these mus-
ical arcs and so improved the apparatus
that it was capable of producing fre-
quencies far in excess of any then ob-
tainable. It was also observed by him
that in order to produce the effect, the

following conditions had to be observed:

1. That the D. C. supply should be ab-

solutely steady, such as that furnished by

a storage battery. 2. That solid carbons

were necessary, no oscillations being pro-

duced when the cored variety were used.

3. That the ohmic resistance of the in.-,

ductance coil should be very low; an.di_

4. That the condenser should bee car!!

of withstanding very high voltags..",c.

Duddell method is illust.ratedbyinpoFulfs;

Subsequent investigations
DeForest, and others ,hgareat.tbinhyraeou..agphpta_frrtre:

light many new features in increase

tus that when applied
the efficiency and theamonbntagi thesee are

quency. The chief 1 trades

the use of carbon and etal e cc L the

enclosure cm or

combination and the ArOgellI by- tie,

arc in an atmosphere.d001f
reopen,other gases. By the aid of

r.,,neg cy,

ments it is possible to Plo 3,000,Uvu

cies as high as 2,000,00° '
arc devoldes per second.

(lest",, 0The exact action of these
clearly un d fr°

however, is not very ,,dvatice the

Many theories have beeen_c4t

llations,
eac.li togtime to time as to the Xa

production of the osci pone V

its army of adherents,
1_994)

(Continued
on

o
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250,000 Volt Discharge

,..ti,tOnti SPRAY TEST

.:0411.0100

1610,4,,
. 7 -

111611 VOLTWES ARE USED

,
Starbile,

We are all accustomed to spark dis-
charges of our regular spark coils, but
there are few people who ever witnessed
the discharge of a 250,000 volt trans-
former, giving flames two to four inches
in diameter and three feet long.

This was actually demonstrated each
night at the "National Electrical Show,"
which recently took place in New York.
It goes without saying that the tests
drew enormous crowds, who were soon
fascinated by the weird antics of the
flames and sparks, which played around
the large insulators.

Six 14 -inch diameter petticoat insula-
tors of the underhung type, were sus-
Pended,_ one below the other.Two wires leading from the high po-nten_etial transformer

led to the insulators.
upper, the other to the

turned on byan operator. It was very
insulators the current was

gr4t:1211rY. increased by means of a large
tial heostat, till the highest poten-he s;e_as reached. No discharge was toseen the insulators being dry.'n water spray, which is clearly`" at the left in our engraving, was
*earhs It directed fine waterLIN ,_-)1 the insulators and thus imi-neavy rainstorm.

At the moment the water spray touch-
ed the insulators, flames and sparks com-
menced to play on the insulators in a
truly remarkable manner. Violet -blue
flames of incredible size shot actually out
in the free air and disappeared, the
same as if they had left a burning
log. These flames did not shoot out
with great rapidity, but were rather slow
in action. Neither did they form in
straight lines, but they wound and twist-
ed themselves in snake fashion, doubled
back and formed the strangest shapes

At the same time heavy blue sparks
-the same as those of a spark coil-
hit around the edges and over the sur-
face of the insulators with a deafen-
ing roar and rattle that could be heard
through the entire length of the big hall.

Finally one of the thin wires leading
to the insulators fused and fell to the
floor. A long flame immediately shot
over the floor, but before the flame could
reach the nearest onlookers, who were
turning to run, the operator had switched

off the current and the test was over.

Made important discovery. By greas-

ing up my antenna, I find that the waves
slip off much easier during sending, and

when receiving they tumble down in the
detector to make a greased lightning feel

like fly paper. Better try .it-"FIPS."
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The Editor is in receipt of several
communications from government andcommercial wireless stations, all ofwhom file complaints against wireless
amateurs, who annoy the large stations
throughout the country.

By publishing the call letters andnames of the wireless stations in theU. S., we simply wished to keep our
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readers informed, n thatof
positioninmeassaew

wireless telegraph

as dispatched,; c

ELECTRICS

to know frog
they

wouldany

a message ti
s- matthem "caught,'

ers are in the habitofexperiment;
ernment and commercial
interfering with
noying
large stations do not knowe-

It seems that

them

a
of .

number

regular
station!) goy.

b magazine

the

leadin

,opatched. -.1

whence

Y the

being

tro .

Calling

large
stati Y

Usually atilt

natnraile

quite

was appealed to

a gretdatwnrk and thus

the locationof

on, and we most earnestlys
those who are in theto

refrain in.

they are thus

habit of calling up

future

eof the sender and
mischief.powerless to stop th

This state of affaeirmican naturally
not

request all

from doing so.
We say this in behalf of

a
Ilthsoesveeirnai

terested in the wireless
large companies are now endeavoringart, to

have a law passed licensing
U. S.

all wireless

stations in theThis, of course,

would be the end of the amateur and
experimental wireless stations,asunder
the new law heavy licenses would be

imposed.
\,.. In view that the art as yet is in its

infancy, such a law would be deplor-

able, from the standpoint of the ex-

perimenter and amateur, and the Editor

earnestly hopes that the mischief will

come to a speedy end.
Nobody cares how many messages

the amateur catches, as long as he keeps

in the dark and does not "talk bacic.:'

mischlef
While we talk of wireless

making, we must mention the
wireless

"joker" ( ?). This pest located in

rid v wee

calling

will send a plausible message,
t the fila

up an ocean liner, stating tea some

chinery of his ship is damaged,
ofsugic,

other plausible yarn He signs
off,and

n boat,

-is about 2,000 miles from
land,

sool,e,

ocea
ing the name of a large
does of course not forget to. staterues

tiontion of his ship which-ill tars_e,,d,

Of course the result is, r,,ieleeqe

stations in the vicinity of next'day
ta

one, catch the message a that the/ 0 to

owners go bragging
about _onnectio4,00

able by means, of a "new c, 000 or '

hear such and such boat 4., on. ,to

the cic rve'

miles away, far out In only Se ott

Naturally this nonserise:ot
bat or

mislead others, as it call' incls
of

in the lill

wrong impressions

,wher

New York, Chicago or c.)
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who usually do not receive mes-

sages

iron more' than 100 miles away
sages
and who perhaps are .trying hard to

,o or invent new instruments, etc.

"lievearnestly hope
that those in the

habit of sending
these "fake" messages

will see the harm they are doing and
will turn their efforts to more

that they

fruitful
directions.

IRON PIPE AERIAL.
By CARL CHUPP.

Realizing
that MODERN ELECTRICS

readers
will welcome a few hints how to

erect
quite tall antennae, the writer in

the following
lines will describe a cheap

but very
efficient method, used by him-

self.
Purchase four or five joints of 20 ft.

iron pipe (threads at both ends) from
one inch to three inches (1 inch, 1 1/2
inch, 2 inches, 2 1/2 inches, 3 inches),
also reducers to fit the different sizes.
This is practically all that is need-
ed in the construction of the aer-
ial except the guy wires and
wooden post. Erect your wooden post

C.)

ttE.

(about -F-10 I..25rai or 26 feet) where you wishiroa ,se Your aerial, then fasten a small
steel,_

,Ptst toiz or collar
on top of the woodenheld r the pipe t;lip through so as ton Place Connect the two smal-

ler joints together and slip through col-
lar on post.

Rent from some supply house a good
block and tackle and fasten one end on
top of post and let other be fastened to

ME -FIG Zr

the lower end of pipe. If the pole is
to be raised 60 or 70 feet it will need
one set of guy wires (fig. No. 1), but
if it is to be raised 80 or 100 feet, it will
of course need two sets, one near the
top, the other approximatly half way
down (fig. No. 2).

Raising. After having connected the
first two joints together slip through col-
lar on post and fasten block as was stat-
ed. Next, get a few helpers and let
them hold the guy wires. Pull on the
block and raise the pipe high enough so
as to fasten the next size into it. Loosen
the block and fasten at lower end of joint
and proceed as before.

To fasten the antenna it is only neces-
sary to attach a large insulator on top
of the pipe, but the antenna should be
fastened before raising.

What's the fastest thing on earth? A
New York office boy. 1--Ie tells you the
boss isn't in before you ask him.-
"FIPS."
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Suspension and Insulation of Aerials
By A. C. AUSTIN, JR.

It is quite important that anaerial used

for wireless telegraphy should be well

insulated, and the insulators used must

be capable of withstanding the strain im-

pressed upon them by a heavy storm.

The writer has used various methods of

PORCELAIN INSULATOR'S
4.0

-FIG. 1. -

aerial suspension and insulation, some of

which are as follows :
A number of ordinary porcelain insu-

lators placed in series as shown in figure

No. 1 give fair results, although in a
heavy rain they sometimes leak. An-

other point against their use is that they
are unsightly.

Hard rubber or fibre rods three-quar-
ters of an inch in diameter, with long-
shanked screw eyes at either end will
give very good results, and are used
at a number of commercial stations.
The rods vary from 6 inches to a foot
in length, and if the power is too high
for one rod to hold, two or more are
placed in series. This insulator is
shown in figure No. 2. The only ob-
jection to rubber rod is that it carbon-
izes after continued use, and must be
renewed about every year. Perhaps the
best insulator which can be constructed
by the amateur is shown in figure No.
3. This consists of a hard rubber rod
with a small diameter hole bored through,

GAI-vONIZEO IRON
Pt TToCOAT

M. E..

and a cup at one end. A metal
rod run,through this hole and the head of th;

up with

rod sets in the cup. After placing
thisrod in position an eye ts made

on theother end and the cup is. filled
pitch. The whole tube is clamped

he.

heOD

SCREW EYES

-Fla. 2.-
M_ E_

tt

to
two ihe uf sopaekn saiobnoulot inch

tened. A galvanized iron petticoat may
be added to further lessen the possibility
of leakage. This insulator may be built

of a size suited to the power used at
the station. A complete aerial :with hard

rubber insulators and wooden space bars

is shown in figure No. 4. four

wires forming the aerial are strung 18

inches apart and the connecting wires are

twisted once around the main wires and

soldered. The writer has used
No. 14

B. & S. soft drawn copper wire but

is now using stranded phosphor bronze,

antenna wire. This same wire is used

on government aerials. Aluminum

No. 14 gauge also makes a very good

aerial, the greatest point being its If'rgoot.

ness and cheapness. If the ma.

which the aerial is suspendedhouldis

eet

r cio,

with steel guy wire this s wit)

1 f

sulated at intervals of 10 to 15

1-1AF1O WOOD

I

-F
SusPENSIorq LOOP
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M. E.

good waterproof
be placed at the top of the

en

insulators.

r d

sa

a stout paraffined rope run
pole an

throug-h
me and doubled similar to a

flag
halyard.

The aerial should be attached to this

rope,
this making it possible to raise

or lower same very conveniently.

Insulation
should be particularly well

taken care of at the point of leading in
to the

operating room, as this is practic-
ally the hardest point to efficiently in-
sulate. While the method mentioned in
the October issue may be all right, still
the writer's experience has been that the
porcelain;tubes will allow a certain per-
centage of the high frequency discharge
to ground through the wood, consequent-
ly causing a loss in radiation. Person-
ally the writer has used a fibre tube two
inches in diameter with a glass tube one-
half inch in diameter in the center of
same, and the space between the two
tubes filled in with pitch. These tubes
are about ten inches long and are placed
in a board one inch thick in the same
manner as described in the October is -
Sue.

Pirelli cable is put through the glass
connecting the instruments and

A very good method of leading in is
t° take a brass rod one-fourth inch in di-ameter

and about two feet long and place
aidinwitg posts on each end. Wraph paraffined paper about 18

the
in.

either end

leaving 3 inches rod projecting on
Put

. The whole should then be
far

a fibre
tube and mounted in theth,ald, as Previously mentioned. The04t(Zess of this insulating wrapping de-uPon the transmitting power used.441ertilod is shown in figure No. 5.idea thatge number of amateurs have the

?tinarreer
standard forms of lightning

ktitsdg used for sa f e -
telegraph instru-Aay Lbut

-in (. 4

this is entirely erroneous.ligning arrester will al-

-no 2 -

low the potential impressed upon the
antenna when sending, to leak into the
ground in exactly the same manner as the
lightning discharge. The writer's ex-
perience has been that there are only two
safe ways of protecting wireless telegraph
instruments and the house in which they
are located in an electrical storm. The
best is to lower the aerial. However, if
the aerial is disconnected from the lead-
ing -in rod and connected to a wire (not
smaller than 10 B. & S. gauge) running
on insulators in a straight line to a GOOD

ground it saves the trouble of lowering
the aerial and is to all intents and pur-
poses, just as safe.

Purer l'uor
geotwordomoosomorooreezravuomm000monnot

110211216.12.11111212:2212122=212M2122.004011110111"1"2.

wor'eArwomatior

M.E.

BOA PD

-FIGS-
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WIRELESS IN BALLOON.

Interesting experiments were recently
made by Robert Goldschmidt, an aer-
onaut, at Forest, a suburb of Brussels.
Mr. Goldschmidt in his large balloon,
"Condor," had a number of wireless in-
struments on board and he actually ob-
tained messages from Paris, a distance
of 180 miles (airline).

The main object of the ascension was
to get in touch with the aerophone sta-
tion erected in the lofty tower of the
Brussels "Palais de Justice."

The experiments were indeed very
successful, and left nothing to be de-
sired. This in view of the fact that
obviously no ground connections could
be used.

Ether, they say, is an incompressible
something. I suppose that vacuum is a
compressible nothing!-"TIPS."
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Electric Cleaner

It seems that people are beginning to

get alive to the fact that it is not particu
larly good for their lungs to be fed da)

after day with germ-laden dust. It is

therefore not surprising that the so-
called "vacuum cleaners" are heavy in
demand.

Until quite recently it was not possi-
ble for the housewife to actually get rid
of the dust in her apartment. The or-
dinary brush
will only scat-
ter the dust
into another
part of the
room. The
dust, there-
fore, stays in
the house.
The import-
ant question
was how to
remove the
dust out of
the house.

Here thevacuum
sy stems
made their
entrance.
The method,
however,
was far
from, satis-factory.
You had to
write the
company to
send their
wagon to
your, house,
after which
the operator
w 0 u 1 d
stretch a longunsightly
hose all through the apartment, whilebelow on the street, a puffing gasoleneengine did its best to suck down thedust, which was collected in tanks andcarried away as "fertilizer," by thewagon. While satisfactory in opera-tion, the "dust -sucker wagons" couldnot be called every day or even everyweek, 'on account of the great expense.This may be the reason that wagon vac-uum cleaners lost much of their popu-

larity.
Next we have the electricall

y
operas,

three
COMpart,ments. At the bottom we find
the oft_tric

very efficient rotary pump. In the cell.ter compartment a removable
sheet

met-al box partly filled with water, is locatedwhich collects the dust and de

motor which drives a

tion of the machine is vidi\agc're

plc and the wonder is why
the illa sr

has
hold a decade ago.

not been in every up40-

arrangement

t

is quite

. date 11°11

and

from

All that is

to room,

required
to connect

and lo! the

machine
starts to eat

different alu-

minum

chandelierytorujtr

dust. A flex

ible hose and

minum clean.

11 fall ard :cap:
nwed et i nrg'

ing tools are
hsacinitete

some wider

dusted,
or

rather
VIi ;

easily

to be 00-

machine

One great advantage
Tishitshamtakiets aitctuallyllronoves

L',4,
less

cleaning and dustingpossi
aes once a'' iti ta.,

to do tot dustii pc be

is removed from a house iatinwou,,,t has

quite a while before a salve

found its way in again.
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, ;g " clothes the electric
For lrunsis'u.nrpassed. Not alone does
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it relove

e textur -
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er It
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TWO NEW DETECTORS.
By OUR BERLIN CORRESPONDENT.

Detectors
promise to be soon as worn

out as trolley wheels. There is hardly
a good electrician living to -day who has
not to his credit at least one "new" de-
tector. and although one would think
that almost every possible and impossible
substance and combination has been
tried, we have surprises every day in
form of new detectors. However, there
is one point of advantage to most new
detectors, compared with new trolley
wheels. The latter get worse and worse
the newer they are, while the former
seem to improve every day, one more
sensitive than its precedent.
Under the German patent No. 193,333,

the "Gesellschaft fuer Drahtlose Te'e-
graphie" shows a new gas,or rather
metal -vapor detector, composed -as 'f o'l-lows:

a is the antennae, b aerial inductance,ca variable
condenser, in series with the

Figi
4itiii,d-in,the

closed circuit is a cou lede, condenser p
P

0 n, an. -,a:-allelde,1'ser , battery
k, receiver i, choke -

Tile

tlitt ,,,e,tector
itself comprises a glass

1110n_a,ned

fishit a gas or metalcyndrical
inshape o

while
the Cathode

h is
s
a single

wire h, passing through the center of theanode f.
The cathode h is covered with oxideof an alkaloid metal and then heated to adull read heat by means of the supple-mentary battery s. Negative ions arethus shot from the hot cathode to thecold anode, which allows the current topass between the two.
Under the influence of electrical wavesthe conductivity of the thin vapor col -

2.

Fig. 2

umn between f and g is changed, and
these disturbances are recorded in thereceivers i. This detector is said to be
very efficient in aerophonic work.

The above -named company recentlyobtained another patent on an electro-
lytic detector as shown in Fig 2.

3 and 4 are two electrodes connectedwith battery 5, while the active point 2,is connected with the jigger 6, through9 ; 10 represents the telephone receiver,11 is a condenser, shunted across the lat-ter.
The underlying idea of this arrange-ment is to prevent a constant current

from flowing through 10, which may be
a galvanometer, if desired.

THE FUTURE OF ELECTRIC-
ITY

by Prof. Chas. P. Steinmetz, A.M.,
Ph.D., is the name of a handsome 24-
page book issued by the New York Elec-
trical Trade School.

This little book gives us an insight
how things will look in 300 years.

The book will be sent free of charge
to anybody by addressing the New
York Electrical Trade School, and by
mentioning MODERN ELECTRICS.
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New Batteries
By OUR BERLIN CORRESPONDENT.

A German firm obtained lately a pat-

ent on a new dry battery, which, as

official reports show, is fully 100 per

cent. more efficient than any other dry

cell ever constructed.
Tests of the Imperial Testing Labora-

tories with the new cell have shown the

folloWing results:
A cell weighing 4 lbs., which was 16

cm. high, was discharged through a re-

sistance of only 10 ohms. At the be-
ginning of test the voltage was 1.60.

The test was started February 29, 1908.
The cell was never disconnected from
its resistance and consequently never had
a chance to recuperate. Despite this
when a reading was taken on July 6,
1908, the voltage was still 1.18. The
total capacity of the battery, consequent-
ly, was 163 ampere hours, which is a
remarkable showing for a dry cell.

There are no new chemicals used in
this dry cell. The usual zinc cup, per-
oxide of manganese and carbon in cen-
ter are used. However, the inventor
provides a great many air channels, i,
in the depolarizer and also, uses a hollow
carbon cylinder (a), with the purpose to
bring as much oxygen as possible in the
depolarizing mass.

In this respect other dry cells lack, es-
pecially American ones, which are virtu-
ally choked to death, by letting the harm-
ful gases act on the depolarizer be-
cause there are no channels to let the

gases escape, nor
air help to regeneracZith
posIsnibltyhehaGppeermn.an

batterycgeltelu'i from the

The small
s

y

nection with the hollow

keeps same free from hydrogetilarbbeci:11:

htio-tellogwrecaottnespt

scantly new oxygen tointahlel
(a) brings Coon*

()serves the pur.pose to keep the salts from
ocpofrmiTnthphceiaepnlcyeoeitlnhl

0.gefr

cutsthe

batterysweci showncwendn

which

constructed

attery. Th:

cells.LaHevlaonwdeer,

instead of using copper op

ide plates, the Delef Battery uses Cup.
ron plates, which not alone are mon
efficient than copper oxyde ones, but the)

never wear out. We had occasion to test

out several of these cells and found that

no matter how often the battery was th

charged we could re -use the plates, sin

ply by heating them in a hot oven, or ex.

posing them to the rays of the sun fa

several hours.
When exposed to heat or sunlight

these plates have the peculiar proPe'

ty to absorb great quantities of oxygea

which reduces the copper to cupron.

The new battery furthermore
does,

need to be covered with paraffin oacr

other oils, as it has a very clever
shuts nif

airt
p

entirely.cov

er which practically

tw"

In the small cells there
are Voila

ron plates and one zinc
latceircoit,v;

en circuit 0.9,
closed

lope,

volts. Capacity
of smallest

cell
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ampere hours.
This cell furnishes 10

"
when short circuited. For

amperes current the cell gives 1.5-2

amperes.
Size., seven c. m. long, 7 cm.

wide,
12 cm. high. Weight, 1 1/2 lbs.

These
cells are transportable and do

spill, no matter what their position.

They are
used for continuous work and

can replace storage batteries as they give

continuous
and powerful currents.

The only parts which wear out are
the zinc plates and caustic potash.

We found that when using tantalum
lamps, we could obtain steady light for
hours and days at the remarkably low
figure of about 1/3 cent per hour.

ARC LAMPS AS DETECTOR.
A curious fact has been observed re-

cently in Brunswick (Germany). An
operator of a moving picture machine,
which was operated in connection with
the usual arc lamp, one evening heardstrange hissing sounds coming from thearc of the lamp.

The
operator, who was a former tele-

!graph

operator, when listening attentive-)! found that the hissing sounds were!hing that the
dots and dashes spell -

$e
and entire telegrams.

weree found out that these telegrams
three kilot from a wireless station about

meters distant.Itte s.urprising
part of the discovery,the'v,er, Is that one cannot suppressnisfitrIst sin4. sounds in the arc. Con-

wre ri`isidlole coils and other appliancestess

:d

nowever, without any suc-
The so

11

atitses

emitted are by no meanssome41,L, cases they were so pow -
as

the
was , greater part of the attend-

visibly annoyed by the sharp
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FISHING BY MEANS OF
TELEPHONE.

It appears that Norwegian fishermenare quite scientific as far as fishing goes,and they now use the well known tele-phone instrument for fishing with un-questioned success.
A very sensitive microphone, encased

in a water tight steel compartment is
submerged below the surface of the sea.The microphone is then connected withan ordinary telephone receiver and bat-tery.

As soon as a band of fishes ap-
proaches, the telephone receiver emits
certain low sounds which strange to say,
vary with different kinds of fish. Her-
rings, for instance, are said to produce
a whistling sound, while codfish make
themselves known by a humming sound
in the receiver.

FUSE TESTER.
If any one thinks that a flash light

can only be used successfully in the
dark, he will find himself very much
mistaken.

A clever German has just obtained a
patent to use flashlights in connection
with the usual fuse plugs in the meth-
od illustrated in our cut.

As every electrician will readily as-
sert, one can never tell when a fuse
plug is in perfect condition, and by
means of the new tester, one can

quickly prove if the lead wire inside the
plug is in good condition or not.

By inserting the plug in the projecting
metal ring, contact is made on the side
and at the bottom connection of the
plug. Lamp, battery and plug are then
in series. If the lamp lights, the plug is
in good condition.

Now that the roller skating craze is on
why don't you equip your skates with a
little dynamo ? The power costs nothing,
besides you can light up your sky -piece

with the current thus obtained. Now,

sports, get busy !-FIPS.
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The Micro-Ceraunograph
B. Wm. H. CAPEN.
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M. E.

This apparatus is designed to show
in what direction and approximately
how far Off lightning takes place.

Four microphones are placed in an
elevated position, as for instance the
roof of a house, etc. One of these mi-
crophones faces North, one South, one
East and one West. They are then sur-
rounded, except on the side in which
each is pointing, with two or three
inches of pressed wool or similar ma-
terial (see diagram). Wool is also
placed above and below them.

Each of these microphones, which
must be quite sensitive, is then con-
nected from a battery of five or six
cells to a sensitive relay. Another
battery of similar size is arranged in
connection with these relays, so that
when the contact in either one of the
relays is made, it throws this battery
into circuit with a pair of electro-mag-
nets on the recorder. Each relay
works one pair of magnets (see dia-
gram).

The fifth pair of magnets of the re-
corder is connected with a battery and
another relay. A combined coherer
and decoherer is also connected with
the relay, 'battery, aerial and ground
connection, as in regular wireless
telegraphy. Another small bat-
tery is in circuit with co-
herer and electro - magnets of re-

A
REcoproiNc PENN

"CLOCK WORKED
ROLLER

B-BATTERN. -COMBINED COHERIR

_C -CONDENSER ANC DECOmERED

R- RELAY E- EL.Ec-momAcners

n -MICROPHONE A- AERIAL
L -LIGNTiNGARRECERG- GFi'OuND

lay, while the previously mentioned

battery works the decoherer and the

fifth pair of electro-magnets of re.

corder
Small condensers are introduced di

contact points of relays and decohererro

prevent local sparking.
The recorder is a board on whichis

mounted an arrangement of

The

rollers.

he middle roller is set lower than tht

others and is wound with the cr*

lined paper, fig. 2, which passes

around the right-hand roller (see di'

agram) and between the two $l

ones. The upper one of these is co'

ered with blotting paper, ands
is 11'11

against the lower roller by a i

each end. The lower roller,
which

is

covered with rubber, is run by de'di,

work, at such a rate that asses a ceL

cross -lines on the paper. pass°

made on the P,aProell;

The record is
taro point a second.

it passes over the rightillalece3

The five recorders
are short Pint,"..

glass tubing drawn to a the
d: .

p.

filled with ink. Each cli;.

tubes is fixed, as
shown lot iid,'..

at the end of an arratiriiii.;'.,.

to a bell hammer, whic.edi;y3,1*

the other end and adillst,,ir of el

and screw above
the Pair

and
-

magnets.
in order.

With this apparattis
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HOW to Make an Electrolytic Detector

By C. C. WHITTAKER.

The following directions will enable

the amateur to make a very sensitive

wireless detector, one which will re-

ceive messages up to five hundred miles.

However, the operating
u
radius

the height
of any

detector depends large yupon

-FIG. 1 -
of the aerial, the ground connection, and

the tuning coil.
The material needed is a piece of ther-

mometer tubing about three inches long,
having a bore of not more than 1/64 in.
diameter, two pieces of platinum wire,
one 1/2 in. long and .001 in. diameter,
the other 3/8 in.' long of No. 20 or 24,
a piece of glass tubing 2 in. long having
an inside diameter of 1/4 in., a brass
cap which will just fit over the top of the
thermometer tube.

Hold the thermometer tube in the
flame of an alcohol lamp or bunsen

-FIG. a -
burner, preferably the latter, turning it
continually. When it begins to be red-hot
pull gently upon each end until the thin-

nest part of the tube is aboutdiameter (Fig. 1). 1/1Quickly
take

,n

tube from the flame
and holdakt.e

th't

pended by one end and allow 't toites!
When cool cut or break it in

w
thinnest part. Take the smaller;
platinum wire and solder

one end opiece of copper wire. Place these t: ajoin.ed wires in the best piece of the tuben.so that the tip of the platinum wire
trudes at the end of the pointed

part ofthe tube. Place the cap on the other
end of the tube, letting the copper

wire

stick through a small hole in the top
of

the cap (Fig. 2). Bend the wire over

on the cap and remove both cap and
wire from tube. Solder this wire and
the flexible lead to the cap as in Fig. 3.
Replace the wire in the tube and seal the

m E -FIG. 3
_

cap to the tube by means of sealinea:(

Seal the small end of the sabers of

ili

platinum wire by directing
the fla111,ero°h:

the blowpipe upon it. When cOort

the point on an oil stone
to rrIal'Ae

that the platinum point is exPose'.d ii

The cup white
the 03fc'pl.,i.

made by fusing the laraer
piece ,,,,e.

ing glass tube. This is done ,,0
m wire into one

end of the rerx,

inti
by

dry

ing the flame of a blow Pipe 11;0

edges of the end of the tube 0,10.,
i..rcrer

scr

opening left is slightly
'ot

vert the

diameter of the wire.
litsao 0(9

with a twisting motion
by i:fi: of 0

of pliers until about
1/1v
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iecting,
Now direct the flame

is . wire and the glass immfeudsie-i,A ro,

thisound it so as to thoroughly
oelY ar

tIvo together.
this is finished, a small

"As soon as
of copper wire, about four inches

end of

be
soldered on to the out -

at end of the platinum wire to serve as

a connector.
Now place the whole in a

place
where no

draft will strike it and

allow it to cool gradually. After it has
cooled it

will require no little skill

tonceo heat
it without cracking it. This is

because platinum condqcts heat much

more
readily than glass.

Cut off the end which contains the

platinum
wire, making it 3/4 of an inch

long.
Fig. 4 shows the detector com-

plete.
The solution for the cup is sul-

phuric or nitric acid one part,oint water

four parts. The platinum will

need cleaning from time to tinte on a
whet stone.

No, Alexander. You cannot chargeLeyden jars by connecting your cat'stail

post e jar and stroking pussy. Yousee usy might
JAR you a little bit.elter try it on Fido first.-"FIPS."

btAktlast

we have the electric boy. Mustkill) 141 of nice to pull out an electricstick
it in the mouth, and, lo ! sheIts! Ali ht41er

to ha g Y ':onvenient too, in sum -Say, ,,,ve such a boy around. Youlitre, Freddy
; swallow this plugttLottlifay cake.

the, fan go!" Or when theof ' refuses to run on account ofgown i. iiifice, presto
! Freddy kneels4141

licks
the--"Fips, rail, and zz ! the car

WIRELESS REGISTRY.
This Department has been started with theidea to bring the wireless amateur in closertouch with commercial land and ship stations.Each month a list of new members will beprinted here and once each year an officialBLUE BOOK will be issued by MODERNELECTRICS, giving a list of all the mem-bers who registered during the year. Eachmember will receive the Official Blue Bookfree of charge. The Blue Book will also con-tain a complete list of commercial and govern-ment stations, their call letters, wave length,etc.
To register a station requires: Total lengthof aerial (from top to spark balls), sparklength, call letter (if none is in existenceM. E. will appoint one), name and addressof owner.
Fee for Registry (including one Blue Book)25 cents.
For other particulars see June issue of this

magazine.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF
OWNER.

Melvin Getchell,
West Medford, Mass.. M.G.

Fred Klingenschmidt,
New York City, T.T.

Coke Flanagan,
Montclair, N. J.. F.N.

V. S. Ivey,
Lenoir, N. C., S.I.

David Marcus,
St. Louis, Mo., D.M.

Neat M. Tate,
Vacaville, Cal., N.T.

Ben Orr,
Dallas, Texas, B.O.

Bowden Wasington,
New York City, B.W.

Melvin M. Bonham,
Covina, Cal., M.B.

John D. Kattenhorn, Jr.,
New York City, D.K.

185 inq.

61 j4

530 1

100 4

500 2

218 2

77 1

185

75 jz

135 jr

4

Mr. C. Ries, a German scientist re-
cently read a paper on the effect of hu-
midity on the electrical properties of
selenium. He said : The electric resist-
ance of selenium and its sensitiveness
to light depend primarily on the meth-
od of heating and the humidity of the
selenium and of the air, while all oth-
er factors are only of secondary im-
portance. Humidity may have a very
great influence. With respect to the
heating process, care must be taken to
heat continually without interruption to
the proper temperature and for the pro-
per length of time. The time of cooling
and the atmosphere are also of great im-
portance. It seems advisable to place
the selenium in an evacuated tube.
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trriroo Eirpartuttlit
Antenna Phenomenae

By Sewall Cabot.

In the October number of MODERN and the inductance
Pra

When the fundamental

t condition

ELECTRICS there appeared an article by duce resonance correspondingly

Mr. A. M. Curtis, describing experi- creases.
an- reached this

a resonantments in selective tuning, using an

tenna consisting of a single wire about the antenna is in

of houses, and mentioning difficulties to ,I,000 feet long, running over the roofs

in receiving the shorter wave lengths secondary circu.
pletely neutralized for 'di' e co*anfielnd

earth.

series

vanishes
and

used about New York City.
It has been the writer's experience length by a condenser in

the antenna and

is wave

that a number of wireless experiment- be inserted between

ers are using similar forms of an- the ground.
isstill further

tenna, and are noticing the same diffi- As the wave length

culties with the shorter wave lengths. diminished a distressing state of f

It therefore seems that a discussion of fairs commences. The point of max''

the reason for these difficulties may imum current flow no longer exists

prove of interest and save considera- at the foot of the antenna, but con.

ble time in looking to the wrong mences to climb up. We are there -

source for their remedy.
fore unable to couple our secondary

circuit where there is the greatest

To obtain the best results in an os-

cillating system comprising an anten- magnetic field without the use of a

na connected to ground through an in- stepladder. During this period the

ductance, to which is coupled a sec- antenna is the electrical equivalent
of

ondary resonant circuit including the an inductance increasing to infinitely

detector, we should take pains to make large.

cuit. This state of affairs will always current, and therefore
noPo tio'

rtehaechfunada;aeo'n:

exists at this inductance so as to give tal, this point of greatest currentlill.
filonnagllyassure that the point of maximum cur- gAclhienhallveas

rent in the circuit or "current loop" length

the greatest possible magnetic field is in the middle of the antenn,ao_d,
at

is no sils,,wilitl.

wherewith to excite the secondary cir- the ground end there

exist if the wave length received is of producing a magnetic.
field

Now let us consider the electrical the fundamental
wave. Iyed up ii

length

thus
co?

longer than the "fundamental" of the cite the secondary circuit, ot

antenna, thus causing the antenna to dering reception inefficient
.rcic_, live

la' t

be the electrical equivalent of a con- resort to the use of an art1.5s orreo

length in question. anywhere in the neig length a. ft

The antenna will alwaysve
us to pass over thi ,

borhe° the

denser which when an inductance of enabling t°P 0,

the proper value is placed in series "node" to the next cu be

with it to ground will form an oscil- loft

lating circuit in resonance to the wave tremely inefficient at all wa d

state of affairs which exists as we bulk of the dissipated
lc" heatill,

in

gradually shorten the wave length we radiated or snote thl

desire to receive from the condition of antenna it f interes". the rt to o' ol

we approach the "fundamental" the on still further
It may be 0 solg co

decrea ,,looP ttl)!
longer than the "fundamental." As

antenna becomes the electrical equiv- length
new currentepeara 0/Ice

alent of an increasingly larger con- mences to make its rieaclOg

denser in a closed oscillating circuit foot of the antenna.
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the
wave length is one-,

wh-enthe fundamental.
During

-1111' antenna is the elec-
tilird eriod the ftbis pivaient 0 a condenser chang-

trical e"a nfinitely
small to infinitely

ing
from '

loge. return to a considheircahtOrl-Let us Curtis's antenna
of Mr' 300 meters in

was
approximately

itaigthh  fundamental wave length of an

mental would

A f a single wire the funda-
- i to the fact that it

old in all probability be not

tal

than four times its
of a single wire

Ik oie-nenaftinconlseiss:ing

cannot bic.ng

leg* -
coistes.

nigh greater
than this value.

Assuming
then a fundamental of

42oometers, it would. be inefficient.. to

receive wave
lengths in the vicinity o

ono and 3oo meters due to their form-
ing "nodes" of current at the foot of
the antenna, and possible to receive
wave

lengths in the vicinity of 400
and 240 meters due to their forming
'loops" of current. Even in this lat-
ter case, however, the antenna would
be inefficient as most of the energy
picked up would be reradiated or
timed into heat in the antenna.
This antenna would be excellent for

receiving wave lengths of I,000 me-
ters and over, such as Wellsfleet and

iron
Rock, if it were pointing away

awn the direction of the source of
waves to be received. It would, how-
ever, be inefficient for other purposes.

The obvious remedy would be to
run Wires, not over 15o feet long, outradially in as many directions as pos-
sible, oinstead of using one wire I,ocio,''n g. This would form an anten-na giving

good results for all wave
300

meters, and would
Pick 11P al the energy of the ether inIcarolvfosottr.circle instead of that in a

TO
Strip 1,000 feet long.

design ;,. up the problem of antenna
rno'lint'' to get a grip on as large an

1 ing.I. of Space in the ether contain -tie a.chant electrical
with°i it lit allowing energy as possi-

iht° come 10_ 8 the fundamental
16 r4lortest lArlig In comparison with

receive Wave length it is desired
An  ".

4tiori"sight into the electrical be-t. think antenna
may be obtained,

One
plateondenser havingand the anten-

na for the other plate with air for the
insulating medium. The wire of the
antenna has a certain amount of in-
ductance so that it is the electrical
equivalent of a capacity and an in-
ductance in series. Starting with a
slow frequency of impressed alternat-
ing EMF corresponding to a long
wave length and gradually increasing
the frequency we arrive at a point
where the reactance of the inductance
completely neutralizes the reactance
of the capacity. This is the "funda-
mental" frequency. A farther in-
crease in frequency causes stationary
waves with "nodes" and "loops" of
current to manifest themselves at the
base of the antenna, the first current
"node" appearing at twice the funda-
mental frequency, the second at four
times the fundamental, etc. As we
pass through one of these nodes at in-
creasing frequency the antenna chan-
ges from the electrical equivalent in
a closed resonant circuit of an infinite-
ly small capacity.

Thus to obtain perfect resonance at
these frequencies it must be complete-
ly disconnected from ground and al-
lowed to oscillate by itself with,a
"loop" of potential at each end.

AUDION.
We hasten to correct two mistakes

made in Mr. J. L. Hogan's article of
the "audion" in the October issue. Our
artist when showing a side view of the
instrument made a slight mistake. The
grid should be placed between the fila-
ment and wing as per our illustration
herewith.

M.E.

The last words of Mr. Hogan's article
should read thus : "In the serious under-
takings of radio -communication."
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Selective Tuner with Weeding Out Circuit

1\- If H. HOLDEN.

-T. I.i444y

r--4 1

-FIG. 2.-

Holds

2-Roos.-F1G,

ESQ. Roo. 'MO a-

14--- a
Hot. ES

Tuning is probably one of the most
important points to be considered in
constructing a wireless telegraph set,
especially where one has to work under
difficulties, such as being unable to se-
cure the proper height from which
to suspend the aerial wires, and the
cost or inconvenience in using power-
ful transmitting instruments, and inter-
ference from various other stations.
The last difficulty is possibly the one
which will be most hard to overcome.

However, by the use of proper tun-
ing instruments this interference can
be, in a great many cases, partially if
not nearly altogether overcome. The
following apparatus, if carefully con-
structed, will be found to give good
satisfaction.

First, have a wood tube turned four
inches outside diameter by nine inches
long and three and one-half inches in-side diameter ; sandpaper it so that itwill be smooth, then saw two piecesfive by five inches out of a board one-half inch thick, fig. r, and have around stick turned, three inches in di-ameter and four inches long, fig. 2.Now get two brass rods one -eighthinch in diameter and eleven incheslong, cut a thread one-half inch longon one end of each to fit the thread ina binding -post, fig. 3. Procure two

10"

-FIG. 5-

strips of sheet brass one-fourth inch
wide and six inches long; drill three
small holes in each, one near the ends
and one in the center, fig. 4. These

are to be screwed to the inside of the

tube one-half inch apart, having one

end of each come even with one end

of the tube. Drill two holes length-

wise through the round stick one and

one-half inches apart, and large

enough to allow the brass rods to slide

through easily, but not too loose.

Get a piece of brass rod ten inches

long
square,

three - sixteenths
inches

large bin-dging5

wires) so that the holes will
bras

ura',
pfiolsetsth(emandoeles

toill 'oi_ucle

and large enough to pass the r

through them. Now cut a Piece.;

hard rubber 1 inch by 1/2 inch
by 1,/,e

inch, making a square hole lengthy

through the center of it slightlY
cr

This

than three sixteenths inch, fib- snag'
rod 5"

should slide over the square ttacll

ly, and without binding. N 9 5°

to this

a small piece of spring brass IA and

to he "uthat it will rub on the brass u

aa

also on the wire which ib
yells

on the tube later. well
s

The tube should be

and allowed to dry with
ow hen (39eNo

d

y be wound closely
end

S. C. wire, starting
at one e'el

lilaa,ce,ef
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,r the center until four

,cindingo.fwthwe-tdube
fastened

been

.fichesA- are then
under the

tIle

ends

small
screws, the wire and

heads .,.-,, en a heavy coat of shellac
tube are 'ci- r the covering on the wire

inch
ywide and the whole lengthodwhen

obtaltihaenc'o-iimay be scraped off and the
bri .ht. This bare part of

tohiereconli'd-iseto come on top, sO that the

sliding
contact

cc.aontl.travel over it. This

is the primary

d dried and then wound with onelatTeh,e
round stick may then be shel-

layer
closely with two No. 3o D. S. C.

Ruesparallel to each other, the entire

''
length and

the ends fastened under
screws;

the finished part may be giv-
en a heavy coat of shellac. This rep-
resents the secondary.
The two five by -five-inch pieces of

board can be held together and two
one -eighth inch holes drilled through
them three -fourths inch each side of
the center; one of these is fastened to
the end of the tube so that the wire
conies even with the two strips of
sheet brass fastened to the bottom of
the inside of the tube one-half inch
apart and on the end on which the wire
has not been wound.

Cut four pieces of spring brass one-
fourth inch wide and one inch long,
bending two so they will, when screw-
ed on to one end of the secondary bob-
bin one-haIf inch apart, slide over the
brass strips
the othe r in

the tube. Now bend

ontotwo
so they will, when

bobbin,
the opposite end of theinec,1

make contact with the brassreds
hc whichhicb the bobbin will slide.

e'7Istne_ springs at each end withtheireateus of the coil, terminating at
out

ends.
411(1'4_ a slot one-half inch wide

inches from the end of thettlbe, net
top;

th. Wound, two 
can be to allow

inaches below theis is

knob(which.t4 attached
(nigh, to the bobbin) to slide

°'111')f thernZtitniogn of the tube wound
the bobbin in and

The

Wire.

N. e tw
ough rods may

.ttieci
the ben, now be put

410_ to the ,u which has been fas-
tworl,theni, thilme, the bobbin slipped
t4,L biudin, e other head put on, and
viir4°11.he Posts screwed onto the
'i teilsefr.otn trici)eds: having brought two

tube

to
Iwo connecting stripsb riding posts on the

other end.. In the center of the top
of each of the two heads, screw one of
the large binding posts and slide the
square rod through with the sliding
contact on it.

It should be understood, of course,
in making this coupling that primary,
secondary and weeding out circuits
must be wound all in the same direc-
tion.

Two variable condensers of fair ca-
pacity must he used with this system.
Figure 7 shows all the connections, P,
Primary; S, Secondary; W.O.C., weed-
ing -out coil; S.C., sliding contact; V.
C., variable condenser ; A, aerial; G.,
ground.

M.E.

Fig. 7

It may be seen from diagram that
very sharp tuning can be realized by
varying the inductance in the primary,
by sliding the secondary and weeding -
out coil in or out of the primary, or
ty varying one or both condensers.

NEW KEYLESS BANK.

We are in receipt of a sample of
Grab's keyless basket bank. We do not
hesitate to say that it is the slickest bank
of this kind we ever came across. It

takes only dimes, locks after the first

dime and will not unlocl: unless 50

dimes are deposited. It fascinates you
to save.

We know it must be good because
"Fips," our office boy, tried to get out a
dime which he tried on the bank, tut
somehow or other the bank refuses to
"cough up." He tried a hammer with

poor success, then tried to feed the bank

with pennies, which it promptly refus-
ed to take. He'll have to wait now till

there are 50 dimes in the bank! Poor

"Fips !"
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IIPI trriroo rSrirgrap4 ocuttret
Our Wireless Station and our Laboratory Contest will be continued

eve

further notice. The best photograph for eahc contesht is awarded a monthly ,'. rnotth
you have a good, clear p otograp send it at once

monthly

Dollars. If You arevr of Ti

an injustice if you don't. If you have a wireless station or a laboratory (no
doing

You '
small) have a photograph taken of it by all means. Photographs not used will

Taa uer riehowil

In 30 days.
e

FIRST PRIZE THREE DOLLARS.

I am sending you herewith photo-

graphs of my wireless telegraph station.

I am nineteen years of age. I have done

considerable work experimenting with
and comparing the various systems of
wireless telegraphy. As a result of my
experiments I have just completed a sys-
tem of "Spontaneous, automatic repeat-
ing wireless telegraphy," which for the
benefit of the many readers of your most
valuable paper I will endeavor to ex-
plain.

By the aid of my system I can positive-
ly determine whether the station I am in
communication with is receiving my mes-
sage, and whether that station is re-
ceiving my message properly.

As soon as the station I am com-
municating with receives a signal from
my station, the coherer from the re-
ceiving station spontaneously and au-
tomatically closes a local circuit com-
municating with the sending apparatus
of that station, and thereby repeats backto sending station the signal that hasbeen received.

This system though seemingly com-plicated is very simple and accurate in-deed.
Fig. 1 shows the writer receiving amessage by the aid of a 1,000 ohm head

receiver used in connection with the E.I. Co. electrolytic detector, which can

be seen on the table at the elbow

an "Elec

writer's right hand. of
Lae

Fig. 2 shows a side view of the
plete apparatus consisting of -1-'1';

"Hertz oscillators," a five -inch seprerakl

coil, a Morse key, a transmittingstuant

ing coil, a receiving tuning coil, a 2-0"0.

ohm sounder, a 1,200 ohm relay,'a
co.

herer-decoherer, auto coherer,
tro" lytic detector, corborundum and sil.
icon detector, several switches and cut.
outs, several E. I. Co., rheostat regu.

lators, a powerful- reflector for night

work, several Leyden jars, and storage
batteries underneath the table not shown
in the photographs.

The mast, network, antenna, spark

coil, oscillators and several other instru-

ments such a's the receiving and trans-

mitting tuning coils were made by the

writer through the aid of instructions

given in "MODERN ELECTRICS,"

latter I heartily recommend to all inter

which

ested in
electrics.

St. Louis, Mo.

HONORABLE
MENT1014',h

rEnclosed please
find a pbot.coTt7e4

of my wireless station,
which

corneransrnit toi nf
Npvaorraktu.s:°C,roile osi

sit:

ti reratipioenteu-rien,clit.n

_1: iny atr

a telegraph key, and two rec'tionof the bench. To the left clivielt 'Ir

inthdeticrtiiojit_cii°a:iii:hd:cco;eir5

Piers of my own constru

wireless

0°(
telegraPlijigizgcus,

1)Avi
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receiving.
instrument is of an

,,,tcolytic
type,

arranged
in a box in

ffitof
the brass standards

the box are

''odnted two
brass standards which

:spend
a

rod and a platinum

ill

solution of sulphuric acid

rod water,
twenty per cent. strong

thethe box
is a small condenser, and.

the wires
connectng

the differentbuzzer bin-

ding
posts,

besides a for

"clearing
the

line.
,

On the front side of the box is a
pole changing switch to throw in my
coherer and relay outfit, seen in front
of the dynamo. I only use this set for
calling purposes, as I find the electro-
lytic much more sensitive, and capable
fi receiving messages with greater
speed,

between the coherer and electrolytic
Lox is a piece of glass covering copiesoaiddifferent

codes abbreviated words.He .all signals. This is a: very con-.i,vaultesnbiezta)erof having the codes al -
you.

tapacitrianio shown is of 1/5 K. W.
Rp \c` and generates Ho v. at 2,000
peitcin", It

is
run by a one-horse power

I use the current
and lighting purposes.il41. 'mile right of the dynamo is a

!,, `o ade Leyden jar, which I use' "Juncti "ex . an with the induction coil
with.spark effects.

fish it red hoardis made of one-Ais wood. At the top are four
circuits. Below there

The left-hand onee current generated by the

dynamo, and the other regulates the
alternating current which lights the
house. Near the bottom are switches
and cut-outs controlling the current
distributed throughout the work shop
and part of the house. The double
throw switch in the center throws in
alternating current when it is up, and
direct current when down.

My aerial is suspended from a twen-
ty-five foot pole mounted on our house
and has a total height of sixty-five feet.

I have been experimenting with
wireless telegraphy for about a year,
and must say that MODERN ELEC-
TRICS is the best paper published on
that subject, which I have ever come
across.

RICHARD B. CATTON.
Honolulu, Hawaii.

HONORABLE MENTION.
Herewith a photo of my wireless

station.
On the left, in the corner, will be

seen the coil; to the right of it is the
glass plate condenser which I use in the
transmitting circuit. Above the coil is

the transmitting tuner. The key is on
the right hand side of the table.

At present I am using the silicon
detector, which may be seen in the pic-
ture mounted on the box in the center.
The phones which I use in connection
with this wave detector are seven hun-
dred and fifty ohms resistance each,
making the pair fifteen hundred ohms.

On the extreme right is a small tuning

coil, used in connection with the detector.

The typewriter shown is used when re-

ceiving from the local government sta-

tion, which "comes in" like a "goat on a

tin roof." It is difficult, though, to take

a distant .station on the mill, as it makes

too much noise to hear the signals.above.
The coil shown is capable of giving a
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four -inch spark. I use about a quarter
of an inch in actual work:

At the present time I am using three
wires strung on my attic for an aerial.
Each wire is about fifty feet long and
they are about two feet apart. 1 intend
to erect a mast on the top of the house
before long. With my small aerial I
have been able to receive steamships
about a hundred miles away. The Mar-
coni station on the Cape Cod "comes in"
here so strong that I can lay my head-
gear on the table and hear it.

The silicon is a good wave detector,
but for real fine work the Electro-lytic
is the best that I have ever tried.

The local station at Newport is about
a mile away and makes a great deal of
noise when it starts up, but with the
little tuning system that I use, I am able
to cut it out completely and tune Cape
Cod in very strongly. This may seem
an easy matter considering the difference
in the wave lengths, but the government
station is so close that it is quite a diffi-
cult matter.

Wireless telegraphy is the greatest of
modern inventions and MODERN ELEC-
TRICS is doing a great deal in develop-
ing the ideas of the ones that are inter-
ested in it. It is the amateur's friend.

Rhode Island. LLOYD MANUEL.

HONORABLE MENTION.
Enclosed find photographs of my wire-

less outfit. The coil used is a 10 -inch
induction coil operated as a 1/2 k. w.
transformer, and is connected to the A.

C. lighting current through an imped-
ence. The inductance coil shows plain-
ly in the photo and contains the spark
gap enclosed in hard rubber tubing.
The condenser is composed of I/4 -inch
glass plates enclosed in a box and set in
wax. It is made in three sections and the

total capacity is .2 microfaerial used is horiz0ontal
anraid,. lb,long, three parallel Wires,
No 'p5 feetMy receiver consists

of the ii liing coils and I use both
electroiietilta4tisi lilcodioi

to your
magazi,

and description of my wireless
apparatus which I made myself.

month and enjoyw
e

but buy it from our local

trans

Mass.

Enclosed you will find
a photograph

HONORABLE
MENTION.

mitting apparatus consists of an induc-
tion coil, five Leyden' jars, tuning coil,
plate glass condenser, antenna snitch,

gondsywThe

switch, and an ordinary tele-

graphru
induction coil was made as fol.

lows :
The secondaryocoifidNary of the coil has thirty-

one

hundred

into olv
o. 34 double silk COver6

wire. The wire is wound

sections 1/8 inch wide.

The coil° was assembled by Placing

the ebonite tube vertically upon
the

work bench. The sections were
the

on alternately with three thicnesse;

of paper cut into discs that bad

previously boiled in paraffine
re :ell,

elude the air. As the coil was 13!:0'1;

built up the inner ends of the coil

were connected. After the col
fierree

completed, it was placed in a A steel

ically sealed cylindrical
shaPeuefory

tank, and with the aid of a rP
hausted

pump all the air was ex bored 0.

At the bottom a hole was valve Or

to it a brass tube with a Ava5 per

fitted, and when the valvede, theatare

the paraffine which was

being heated to a certain tdent`ol'oviori.,

by a gas stove, was allove

After the paraffin had fil,klefciter 04*

it was allowed to cool.
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heated 3
linittle so as to loosen

from masse
stlhipe

paro entire

ntang'ot. the od "as
taken out of the

5

After f the surplus
paraffine was

ail o
taw` ff. feet long,
:bayed ite tube is two

incileks
The diameter,

and one-half an

;
The core

consists of a

inch
th,c bundles of fine Swedish

f
- ,nber

wire.
iron

is laced somewire p
over the

,
and over this is wound four

osulatofnN 12 double cotton-covered

laYers and all slipped in the eb-

Iteletutb7,W
Withre, ends left out for ter -

connections.urinal apparatus consists of
Jlv
tuning

receiving.
coil,microphone detector,

ground
switch, antenna switch, tele-

phone receiver, two dry batter-

ies. The tuning coil is made by wind-

ing on a frame of 14-inch diameter
and two feet long, one layer of No. 18
lid wire, consisting of one hundred
and fifty turns.
The antenna was made of three iron

barrel hoops ten feet apart, with ten
small wires fastened to the hoops,
equal distance apart, and same sup-
ported horizontally between two poles
approximately seventy-five feet high.
I might say in conclusion that I read

)our very instructive and interesting
magazine each month and gain a great
many good points on carrying out my
experiments.

While the above described appara-
be of the very best, I feel

outsell,
higftnetenbe of interest to boys like

their
loryearsvokf. age, carrying

Chicago,
CARSON SHAFFNER,

prof

440PHONY IN ITALY.
Alajorana, who actually estab-

'edaerophoni
c transmission in a very

hoioThiact°rY manner over a distance of
Is now experimenting, with the

tua.

Lances
of the Italian government,

krestat Nish permanent stations on the
unehtine. The chief object is to getTh,Pr °Mc connections

with ships in the
,an Sea and with the island of

t

to this purpose the Italian gov-
Sketititohas p

Ce t ens plarofd. h different wire-
Majorana's disposi-

VIBRATOR ATTACHMENT.
By JOSEPH PETERS, Jr.

Some time ago the author,.while ex-
perimenting with his induction coil,
accidentally discovered that, if a piece
of iron or steel was held against the
vibrator spring, the interruptions
were very perceptibly increased.
With this fact in mind he constructed
an attachment at a cost of practically
nothing, as the materials used are gen-
erally found in the kit of every ex-
perimenter.

Only the more important dimen-
sions are given, as the others, such as
height of standard, distance from coil,
&c., vary with almost every different
make of coil.

The sub -base of "4" is made of oak
or other hard wood, and is stained and
varnished to match coil -case. Make

I -LONGITUDINAL SECTION-

I- OAK CAsz
2 -BRASS Thums-SCREW,
3-5rrEL VIBRATOR SPRING
4 -WOOD SUB -BASE
5 -BRASS THUMBSCREW
6- STEEL- WITH BLUNT POINT

M.E. 7 -COPPER OR BRASS STANDARD

3 -8' BRASS SCREWS

this sub -base 1 and 1/4 inch wider,
and about 5 inches longer than "1"
as shown on drawing. Mount coil on

same 5/8 inch from one end. Next

procure some 1/8 inch, or better, some

1/4 inch copper or brass, one inch wide,

and about 5 1/2 inches long. About 1

in. from one end bend same over until a

perfect right angle is formed. If the

experimenter is handy, this part may
be cast. This is the standard marked
"7" on drawing. The brass thumb-

screw "5" was taken from an old "Ed-

ison" primary battery, but any brass
bolt 1/2 inch in diameter, and of prop-

er length, will answer the purpose.

Thread same with any convenient small

thread. Trim up a piece of iron or

steel to the shape as shown at "6,"

making same 1/4 square at the heavi-

er end. Next drill two holes to ac -
(Continued on Page 2911
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tato:mating &mint
FIRST PRIZE THREE DOLLARS.

The enclosed pictures show the ar-
rangement and a part of the contents

of my laboratory.
No. 1. This is my workshop where I

have constructed most of the instru-
ments shown. I have a small lathe not

shown in the photo which I use for
winding and turning small metal parts.

I derive my current from 40 dr- cells
which are placed on a shelf behind the

switch board. I also have a half -dozen

Leclanche cells. All of these are con-
trolled by three 12 -point switches, two

reversing and three knife switches,

shown on switchboard. A volt and
ampere meter are attached to the board.

A wire rheostat is also included. The

jar at the left is used for nickel-plating.

From the switchboard I have four
wires running up to my room on the

second floor, where I do most of my ex-
perimenting.

Picture No. 2 shows the table with
some of my more efficient instruments.

From left to right : Electro-lytic detec-
tor, mirror galvanometer for bismuth,
antimony couple, analytic balance and
weights, mirror galvanometer (1,000
ohm) with reading mirror attached, half -
inch Ruhmkorrf induction coil and two
reading telescopes for the mirror galvs.
The lower row consists of voltmeter,

one to twenty volts, oil condenser, tele-
graph set, 1,000 ohm relay, commercial
sounder, commercial type transformer,
ratio one to ten, 1 1/2 .inch induction
coil and 12 -inch Geissler tube, stand-
ard rheostat and a Scranton tangent
galvanometer. The collection of small
vials shown at the extreme right con-
sists of specimens of rare minerals and
elements. I have used and made all
kinds of detectors except Marconi's mag-

netic, which I intend to constructly, but I prefer the Electro-lytiLort.si,e

a good 1,000 ohm receiver.
I

with

;ther good results with my filings
get

auracoherer as a detector, also with
the re°-lay -tapping arrangement.

To the righof the spark coil is shown
a Tesla coil,t

not yet completed.
A milliamperemeter and a pocket

voltampere meter are also shown.

TION.

Enclosed is a photograph
of inY 10.

at ory. At the lower right-band
corner

is a motor which I made from directions

int a book, and connected to
it is a rheo,s

at of my own design, containing
;.:9.

feet of small iron wire, and havillg Id

contact points. In the lower
left han.,

corner is a motor which 1 designed 3e

broken
tached to the wheel, the

PietIt consists of an electro
alag3t,

attracting in turn eight iron Piecebseigmade.

contact wheel.
at correct intervals

by a tooth

coils
atrheeseuepnp,eorneleft

er tw°

copper .rivets for icnonatnacilltdi:i°11rhe°5tat

NiViallii1Cdil

ClOrain1:07.ifIg

Toward the right isleanotherwireoo3as the secondary

which I made by windg ir°'Ices, iis4

small board five by so/el itcts.

Most of the instruments are home

constructed, some have been purchased

in a worn and damaged condition and re-

paired and made serviceable, while the

rest have been much cheaper to buy than

construct.
I wish to state that I am greatly in

to MODERN ELECTRICS
for many

a good suggestion and solution to many

questions relative to electricity.

Chicago, Ill. W. FERD ORLSON.

HONORABLE MEN
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fuser to the
right is a little battery

some
wire and other.things which

flo-tisemuse's
nv experimenting.ntor

' jols taking
another electrical maga-

but when
I saw a copy of "MOD-

ERTR1CS
I stopped the other and

obscr
C/1' MODERN

ELECTRICS. It0 Ebel ;

is the best paper for the amateur I ever
PLEASANT W. DENNISON.

Indiana.

HONORABLE MENTION.
"MY LABORATORY."

ly laboratory occupies about half
of our attic, and is quite a mixed-up
affair, for I have a little of.everything.
To make the picture clearer I willexplain a few of the important things.With the exception of a few instru-ments that it would be quite impossi-Ile for me to make, I have made all ofthe apparatus

myself at a slight cost.In front of the table at the extremeht and on the floor is a movablewith two dynamos attached, ai
hunt

of A watts and a series of 6o
dynamo is belted tobicycle that is raised up on

ken in only the rear wheel can beliase fromLl'e Picture. By shifting thetheni right to left either one of,tIti_'411 be brought in line with the1h. t and belted
to it. There is a

,os
11441: fleeted

to both in the usual
is controlled

!hich

is the table at the right,'IN my
Wireless table, and in-

and re -
have experi-

I

the
and h of the popularikt 14 have had best resultslectr 1hrr14 half cVtic. In sending, Ifat 'Inch s krie andpar

, but it is a
one park,

a great

deal of energy, which is import-ant in sending. My antenna is about
35 feet high, and is on the roof. I havecaught messages from ships coming
in and going out of New York harbor,
and heard the Brooklyn Navy Yard.

Next comes my batteries, which are
on the floor at the left of my wireless
table. I have practically two batteries,
one primary of ten Leclanche cells,
and a secondary of three storage cells,
which I charge with the bicycle power
dynamo. I use my batteries mainly
for testing and for wireless. A fewdry cells and a water rheostat can also
be seen with the batteries. The rheo-
stat reduces the electric light current,
which is A. C. 104 V., so I can use it
at the arc light, which is on the table
right above it.

Next comes my switchboard, just
above the batteries. With same I can
control all the electrical apparatus in
my laboratory, and can at any time tell
just what voltage or amperage either
the batteries or dynamos give.

Now comes my work bench, where I
construct and mend all my instru-
ments. ' On it can be seen an A. C. mo-
tor, a small model steam engine, a
transformer I am constructing, and the
arc light.

I also have a wire telegraph that goes
over to the next house, where there is
a boy also interested in electricity, and
I have a fine library on electricity, and
every number of MODERN ELEC-
TRICS that has been published, and I
can tell you truly that it is the best
book of its kind on the market, and I
for one would not be without it.
Yonkers, N. Y. Lewis A. Morrison.
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Electrical Patents for the Month

901.394 . APPARATUS FOR ELEcTRIC 1,10EITING.
Liven C. IlawierNew York, N. Y., sedan., by Neno
nesignments. to Cooper Hewitt Electric Company. 
Corporation of New York, Original application Pled
Apr. 5. 1900, Serial No. 11,608. Divided and this am
plication died May 3, 1902, Sarin No. 103.723. Re-

newed Apr. 15. 1908 Serial No. 427.206.
1. Th. combination with a U shaped vapor lamp baying

electrodes, at least one of which 1. vaporisable, the epee.
alias position of the said lamp being one In whine the

arms of the U are lower than the bend, of a cooling chain.
ber, located above the bend and a neck or conotricted per
lion connecting the cooling chamber and the main body

of the lamp.

900.202. ELECTRIC CURLING.1RON HEATER. Wes0
Illertetteett, San Francisco, Cal., assignor to retitle F.lec
telt fleeting Company, Ontario. Cal.. a Corporation of
California. Filed Sept. 25, 1907. Serial No 394.55g.

I An electric curling iron beater toroprieing a tube
adapted to recein  curling Now a heating wire wound
Non to tin tube,  thin electric insulatIou between the
wire and tube, a thick beat Insulation antler' the heating
win, a perforated shell surrounding the halter Insulation
with an air apace between the shell and said insulation. a
ring of insulation supported at the lower end of the ,bell,
an lowilating cap at the other end of the shell at the inner
end of the tube,. and ',webers encircling the tube at each
end and fitting the shell for bolting the tube concentric.
ally in the shell.

900.403. APPLIANCE FOR THE CURE OF RHEI'MA
TISM AND OTHER DISEASES. DANIEL. R Dawn,
'Hamilton. Ontario. Canada. Flied Dec.26.1.07. Serial
No. 4011.053.

901.307 APPARATUS FOR RECORDING AND REIN., 001.947 ELECTRIC
i,.

DUCINO BY THE TELEGRAPHONE PRINCIPLE.
LECTING MACHINE.

Serial No. 410.690
Han. R. Benne, Whining. W V. Filed Mar. 2.100g

shun. 39. 1900 Inc
No.

In A telegraphone. the combination of a I...cording
body. NI' vinntory diaphragm. two magnets of constant
force, and mdans whereby the vibrations of calf' diapbragn
win nIternanly cause the lines of force of aid magnet. to
ernesr.e the recording body. sobstant lolly as described.

901.049. SPACE TELEGRAPHY. Offen C Roos. New
ton. Masa. "signor In Stone Telegraph and Telephone
Company, Breton. Mane,  Corporation of Main Filed
June 10, 1907 Serial No 37N093

I In a span tolegoaph system, an elevated coridUctoi
parallel,branch circuit connected In aeries therewith and

containing capacity anti Inductance in each of it, branches.
a resonant receiving circuit associated with both brioches
of said parallel.branch circuit and an oscillation produc-
ing circuit associates' with Bald elevated conductor, the
said resonant receiving ccuit having a very high in..
pedant. for owIllation. of the frequency cemented by said
oscillation -producing circuit and the system comprising
acid elevated conductor and parallel -bran., Circuit having
a very low Impedance for oscillation. of the frequency to
whin said re:wownt receiving circuit is ,termed.

1. An apparatus for the cure of dinease. comprising a
alas receptacle, an Incandescent electric lamp inclosed In
the receptacle.  perforated Inner coating of a non beat
lag substance as asbestos. felt, paper or kindred sub
wince, Hong the Interior of the glen receptacle. sod
 perforated Jacket or coating of a Moeller eubstan. cow

,00,392 SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING
INSTRUMF.NT Gm. Kensecneo. New York, N. Y.
assignor to Stlicon Hutchins, Washington. D C. Filed
Nov. 18, 1809, Serial No 737,406 Renewed Mar 5.
190A. Renal No. 419.391

991.49a CONDENSER. Stott- TROY., ttefIllitptett.
Man.. assignor to General Finnic Comte.,  Corn.-
tion of New York. Flied May 5.1904. Serial No 206.419.

1e In 5 device of the naafi005 of a trytelserat card.,
withla the merrier. outwardly
the

carrier
and mean. for deu,,

end the carrier eed wellteelel
<mom.e end of the carrier

I In .1 condenser, a p 1r of active conductor. of olefs,
site polarities. and one or more otress equalielog conductors
between Hold active conductors .ind Insulated therefrom.

000.518. SOLENOID.1107011Lae
wood Park. Po. omen, ie The 1'epeal Commtny. Swissvale. I,eon Filed Om 1900 'ken,

Na l9a try''

900.278. ELECTROLITIC ALTERNATING CURRENT
RECTIFIER. Annelle S. lItctotn, Manwequien. N 1.

Filed Nov 12. 1907 Serial No 401.035

1. An electrolytic /,e
Regulating members eon
elate the cell for protect
circuiting.

S99.634. HIGH POTENT
THOODARSON, Chlendo,
No 407,80S.

d

I. A solenoid motor hating e fore rowdy iwm
lions normally tending to mow Inenly m teriett tee
110113, One of said seed.. bare, roan bee else
the other  conical ream le its Intel tot I.e.
conical end, sod one of laid oetions Oleg !mat od
drutted to more outwardly ohm togged et M.
.etion on tte Inman montane hot krona on sae
for Molting its lowsni movemeot ostler ter...
manetir forces of the coils
899.923. ref MARY BATTERY nine. ALRpt

Brisbane. Queensland. Ainnolu. F0N Ihr.S pa

Serial No. 472.324.
1. In primary bitten, ofthe dote.

combination of sadism hydrove at existent inn,

M hydrogen prrnsm with the. onned Weaned
:lade.:

of chromic old none I. a es:

...peg -Current rennet baring
ding into the electrolyte and
It the terminalo an loot short

AL SPARK COIL. ctIESSell II
R. Filed Dec 23, 1907. Serial

of ' /6
slating

1' A niter, IYFordien end repraduclog enateun,,, 1. A high potential spark coil tiering au air gap fem.':

netic Reid generated within the ening

magnetic circuit thereto!. ,dan Iof a number of engnetisable bodin arranged in a 'rfleieVernlY through the inin

the someone action or eaid bodies
lime the casing and adapted to be operated ey the...
dolling casing for said coil, and an armature anent

out__aeries, means for auccesalvely migneoising said bodies ite
atcordance with pond were. and a diaphragm subjected to

900.786StudIT1YR lag.
Katie ac

T TEl s. ni 07c Nn fat

aalgnom

Nn

h'raS. gAtonduct "1:.'coP'n°dnu

ctt

ran'e'rrier

PPhird I

copduct1

audit
los b'1els"07

Original Electrical Inventions for Which Letters Patent Have Been Granted, for
Month

10 cen
Copy of any of the above Patents will be mailed on receiP' -
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to the electrical arts addressed to this department will be
Queries e-- bargeeuce,if qeuestions Onlypertaininganswers

o uestio '

to inquiries of general interest will be published here for
ublisbed fref all readers. Comm

amountn inquiries
ns wil be promptly answered by mail.

the large of received, it may not be possible to print all the

i d when
writing.

ly is wanted by mail, a charge of 15 cents is made for eachassor5 di as
Pt" benefit

of
Of

question. Special

On 86°any one issue, as eachhas to take its turn. Correspondents should bear thisinall questions willbe answered either by mail or in this department.
no if quick reP large amount of calculation and labor cannot be furnished without

. infoatioiona
requiring a

Tana ORACLE has no axed rate for such work, but will inform the correspondent
r'r'unerst .

the charges involved.

i Pr° vol and address mustletters. When writing only one side ofptly a always be given in all' :beet must be used ; not more than three questions answered at one time. No attention

; Peitf v00 want anything electrical and don't know where to get it, THE OR.A.m.-E will give yous Ille;A- RI:letters not
observing above rules.

! ,,d, information
free.
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tO COIL QUERIES.
(911) THOS. H. BLOUNT, JR., N. C., asks..
n What is the size of enclosed wire?
A.

ea,So__- mole of wire enclosed is No. 24
ogle cotton covered.

11. -How many pounds would it take to
make a ten (to) inch spark. coil?
A. tb.-Wire in question is altogether too

heavy for a to -inch spark coil. No. 3o or
No.28 is about as heavy as you should use.
2. -Will a magneto of lo volts light a io-

volt lamp?

A. 2. -Yes.

3 -What number wire will it take to carry
de discharge from a ten -inch coil?
A. 3 -Any wire will do, even the thinnest,

isthe amperage of the 10 -inch coil is very lit-
tt. Of course, if the wire is too thin, it will
kit up somewhat.

4-I have an aerial made of No. 14 wire-
Istrands. Will it have to be enlarged? It is
Ii feet long and 6 feet wide.
k 4 -It all depends how far you wish totch There is no way of telling by the wayrt put your question.
S ----Can a pair of oscillators be made fromtits or dies of brass?
&S -Brass or zire balls are used usually.DETECTORS.

1 1 J, GEORGE W. TAYLOR, Pa., asks:-4 ))t,heat are the best kind of carbons to

-. ''1,,.",,!tucic.

, itilh, microphone
detector as described in: 3,44,Z_Iss, soft or hard carbons, and 1-2 Or

atils,

mill carbon, such as
24:441,snve the purpose.

L.: lriatc detector,

ts'i - far could
I receive with an "Elec-
ohm

1

,''. An- and POsue? tentionietertel
ep
as

hone
ribdescedreceiverink,t is

tek "-LI all
depends on your apparatus buttato do

that

No.,T,.
,sue? the tuning coil as de-

hartke Y. 5° Per
crease the range of your

4. loth Cent, as

tAb
You couldhaving greater wave

stations

catch

you can then get

without using theril-4clion
I 1 wtrkr,T,

kis `JuM DETECTOR.
td -wistE 1 A

IlleSSa..e nu., writes:'' s be received for a dis-

is used in arc

4.4 250 miles, you could reach as far

tance of 52 miles with a carborundum detector
and L000 -ohm telephone receiver and 6o -foot
aerial? What is the greatest distance such an
equipment could receive?

A. I.-Yes, you should be able to receive
about ioo to 15o miles with your equipment.

2.7 -Are carborundum detectors as good as
liquid or electrolytic detectors as regards sen-
sitiveness, etc.?

A. 2.-The "Electro" Lytic detector is a good
deal more sensitive.

3.-Can you tell me where I can obtain prac-
tical information on the construction of a
wireless telephone?

A. 3.-\\'e recommend you our new book,
"Wireless Telephony," by Ernst Ruhmer,
showing all the different systems, for $3.75.

STATIC MACHINE.
(93.) ROSCOE FREY, Ia., asks:
I.-Please tell me if a static machine giving

a three-inch spark will work satisfactorily in a
wireless set, and if so, will it send as far as
a coil, giving the same length spark?

A. 1.-A static machine will not work as
far as a spark coil. The machine you are
speaking of will not work further than 1-4
mile, while a 3 -inch spark coil under good cir-
cumstances, will work as far as 20 miles and
more.

AERIAL.
(94.) F. W. MORRIS, California, asks:
1.-Will an aerial composed of a triangle 75

feet by 3o by 3o, strung in the shape of a
large harp, with wires in between, and
stretched between two poles 5o and 5o feet
high, be as good as the same suspended from
a mast 70 feet high?

A. 1.-We believe the former arrangement
is the better one.

2.-Where can I get a silicon button (not
crystal), for use in a silicon detector?

A. 2.-From the Electro Importing Co., New
York.

3.-With my carborundum detector, which
is supposed to use batteries, I find I can get
better results without batteries. Can you ex-
plain this?

A. 3.-You probably have a large station
working in your vicinity, and you will find
that even if you leave the detector away alto-
gether, you can get just as good, and proba-
bly better results.
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RECEIVING DISTANCE.
(95.) V. S. IvEY, N. C., writes:
I. -Would it be possible for me to catch

signals from the Cape Hatteras station by
using a temporary aerial erected on the sum-
mit of a mountain near here which rises ab-
ruptly ',too feet in height above sea level, be-
ing 2,200 feet? The Hatteras station is about
300 miles distant. I propose using the electro-
lytic detector in conjunction with sensitive re-
ceivers.

A. T. -We believe so; there should be no
trouble to even receive messages from further
distant stations. See article on "Aerials," by
Mr. Austin, in this issue.

2. -Should a filing coherer, when used for
calling, be placed in the same tuned circuit with
the microphonic detector which is used for
general conversation, a switch being arranged
of course to throw out either?

A. 2. -Yes.
PIERCING GLASS PLATE.

(96.) EDDIE C. ESTES, Minn., asks:
x. -Will a I -inch E. I. Co. spark coil work

up to I 1-2 miles with a "Electro"-Lytic de-
tector under best conditions and a 50 -foot aer-
ial (with a 4x4 foot screen) ?

A. 1. -Yes, it should work up to about 6
miles.

2.-Wbuld two masts, each so feet high,
and 6 copper wires running horizontal, be bet-ter for an aerial than the above named inNo. 1?

A. 2. -Yes, much better.
3. -What is meant by "Sustained Oscilla-

tion"?
A. 3. -Undamped.
4. -In finding the "wave length" do you mul-tiply the length of the aerial wire or theheight of the antenna by 4?A. 4. -Multiply the total length of the aerialwire. This is, of course, only approximate.
5. -Will a one -inch spark coil pierce a glassplate 1 -16 -inch in thickness; if so, how do youadjust the spark balls?
A. 5. -Yes, if condensers are used, shuntedaround the spark gap and sham points are

used instead of spark balls.
AUTO COHERERS.

(97.) DOUGLAS HILLYER, N. Y., writes:
1. -Should the sound be regular, or inter-rupted, at the proper point of tuning, whenheard in the receiver?
A. 1. -The sound should be regular andclear.
2. -Which is the more sensitive coherer,with mercury and carbon grains, or with eitheralone?
A. 2. -The most sensitive combination iswith the carbon rod and iron rod, and a dropof mercury between, forming the so-called "So-lari" detector.
3. -How far should the space be betweenthe two arms of the coherer when it containsthe mercury, etc. (inside coherer glass) ?A. 3. -Adjustment is found y forcing thearms together until a sharp click is heard inthe telephone, and then drawing apart until ahissing noise is heard.
mes4. -How far away will I be able to receive

sages from, with 5 square feet of chickennetting on a pair of 6o -foot poles, and a tuningcoil, 75 -ohm receiver and auto-coherer?
A. 4. -We refer you to article on aerials byMr. Austin. in this issue.
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(100.)
WIRE RESISTANCE.

required to make 1, 000
No.

ohms resS.
S.

.tanCc wire 4

HARRY FREUN i
1. -How much of

e?A. 1.-979.84 tee
2.-How much wireof the same size is rt.

1\,.

quired for 75 ohms resistance?
-h78h po.67flseeet3A 2.-.

3. -Which are placed together in the

Marconi magnetic detector?
A. 3. -North poles of the magnets are

placed together in the Marconi detector.
These magnets should be mounted on an
adjustable holder.

TUNING COIL.
(101.) FRED G. WALDRON, Mass., asks:
If the receiving tuning coil described in

June issue were prolonged to 36 inches, would

it be of any advantage?
A. -Not particularly, as the one descrike

in the June issue is large enough to tune 0

for almost any wave length.
WAVE LENGTH.

(102) VERN LAWLER, WiS., writes:

1. -What is meant by wave length inflict°

and how figured out? dies F°f

A. 1.-A meter is equal to 3925 in I

Id ref
finding wave length in meters we wou :,

you to editorial in July issue. Calculati05 P,

of course, only approximate. the oc116

2. -What is the general use of '60
gap; does it regulate the

spark or ei

which passes through the air? switell ii

A. 2. -The anchor gap acts as_a.ssingie

the aerial, to prevent the wa.v,
ass

t!';1 real'

the ground through spark colt when

e -I

oi

ing, ut in .0Irellit

3. -Would a yden ar PLe _educ co

spark coil, key and batjteriesasi.,
ole0o

ing on key points the same

C aJenser?090 to0

A. 3.-A Leyden jar wee thenWet
'tif

points will reduce sparking hors .0

4. -About what part of e__,_th horse

A. 4.-1-8 to 1-10. v nTsti COIsfi'. 4: a

mo would be right for a og ""

motor with 20 lb. pressure?

SPARK Fls'' EE, N. ''' eV
(103.) GEORGE

CRARTR0

wire effect tray

stations ?
No. 18 copper

I. -Will the insulatio
tised
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if you mean
insulated wire-no; if

M '-; insulation
of your aerial at point of

140Pe'1in and
wire suspended-yes, if it is

pad don't I get
the same length spark

2', --my coil
when the aerial and ground are

Wm
I get when they are not?

;2-n account
of the large capacity add_

11°:zhed

the aerial
and ground are switched ito

What spark coil should I purchasen.

oda siessageh:infe-half
mile?

A. 3.-Variable condenser.4. -What does the arrow. across these linespoint to?
A. 4.-Arrow across lines of the condensermeans that same is variable.
5.-Is the switch in the closed receiving cir-cuit between the condenser and variable re-sistance open or shut when receiving?A. 5.-Closed.

TUNING.
(107.) ANTHONY VERINSKY, N. Y., asks:inch would transmit sat -
For diagram of wireless receiving station,tto33,070ne-

Iv the above

ytic detector. Also is variable condenser

distance under almost any
tieing tuning coil, potentiometer and Electro

hat kind of batteries, other than stor-
necessary for receiving from foreign stations.,reils, are best suited to this kind of work?

 4;t:31) _Edison primary batteries.

WIRELESS QUERIES. A

J. M. WALSH, Pa, asks :
t is the greatest distance a message

a0..--belsenat with a y2 -inch coil, having an aerial

ire 40 feet
high, and a tuned transmitter ?

1. -Approximately 1 mile, depending upon
te.sensitiveness of the receiving instruments.
[der good conditions you may reach as far
is I miles.

I. -What is the greatest distance messages
aid be received with above antenna using
al Electro Lytle Detector and tuning coil ?

2. -With apparatus mentioned general
noge should be from 200 to 300 miles. It is
Ole to sometimes get 800 to 1,000 miles,

t Irk the antenna mentioned.
3. -What is the greatest voltage and am-

'lige you could use on a ,/2 -inch coil?
3. -Two amperes and anything up to 6

4 -How many amperes does a z -inch coil
mine in 1 hour?
A. 4 -Two amperes.
i-What is the best form of antenna?
.-We refer you to article on "Aerials"

I Vdr October issue.

COIL QUERIES.
LESLIE MILLS, Iowa, asks:

yliat size spark should I use for send-*,tireless
messages for 75 or 80t

send
A coil rated at 5 to 6 inches should

used for accurate transmission over thisUnder all conditions.
i;a7w001118d_, the insulation be good enough

bare lnch coil, made as follows : Wind-alw.lte and thread alternately by az_wgeatoli sishle.elltacing
each layer and then

the . with paraffined paper; then,
ans wound, to boil it in

more than
shyoucoldil wound to give more than

refer
be made up in sections.1,1 to our book. "Coil Making."

rrice, Postpaid, $1.00.
AI i 'FI/NING QUERIES
`1'n RtriuR A. Oq Mont.,.

g ",,both sd arY condenser is tit foil

ktt,'v is the -wALD, writes:#d to
the otlic'el I

of wire on the exciterr
The wir-

Ad gap in your"%vs the connections of the
t\f0-111. flexible Jul): issue.

0 Le seermiconnections clipped on.
, ,, 're

1 es of the glass plates?. 1 s

M.E.

C

Ans.-The above diagram shows a very sen-
titive receiving arrangement. While it is not
absolutely necessary to use a variable conden-
ser, it is by all means preferable, as by using
same, stations not wanted may be tuned out,
also the sound in the phones will be greatly
increased.

DIRECTION OF WAVES.
(108.) WILI.IA M H. CAPEN, Mass., asks:
1. -My aerial is between two houses, the

top of it is about 50 feet above the ground
and comes only three or four feet above the
top of one of the houses. The houses are not
close together. By using a "Telim" auto-co-
herer with one iron and one carbon plug, and
carbon grains and a drop of mercury between
them, in connection with a 1,000 -ohm receiver
and a tuning coil, how far should I receive
messages from? Do the houses hinder any?

A. 1.-With the instruments mentioned, you
should be able to receive stations within a ra-
dius of 150 miles. We would suggest leaving
out the carbon grains, and using only car-
bon plug, iron plug, and small globule of

M. E.

-A -

the

ic
the f -..ram, what is the sign

mercury between them. If the buildings
1 n8 diav

the receiving tuning

mentioned do not contain any iron work
there will be hardly any interference.

2.-How much battery power should_ I use
, 4Wo pa li -1

" nelow ra e lines crosseu

with the above receiving arrangement?
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A. 2.-One or. two dry batteries, in connec-

tion with potentiometer.
3.-How do the wireless waves travel? Dod

they run at the same height above the groun
do

as the aerial from which they are sent, or

they go right through a hill which is in the

way? Which
correct way?

A. 3.-Diagrain A is the generally accepted
theory of the propagation of wireless waves.
Diagram B is not accepted as being correct.

For further information we would refer you
to page 54 of the May issue, article by Mr.
G. Marconi, "Wireless Telegraph Oddities."

TUNING
(1090 ROBERT F. ADAMS, Tex., asks:

1.-Can I tune a wireless transmitter with
the tuning coil, etc., connected like shown on
enclosed diagram?

A.1.-While it may be possible to use this
connection, we would advise connecting the
aerial by flexible connection to the tuning
coil, taking the ground from the point shown
on the negative side of the gap. Connection
shown in diagram seems to us to be but slight-
ly different from the open circuit tuning.

TUNING Con-

ll

LEYDEN JAJ

dm1111

diagrams shows

To AERIAL
cPe

IGROUNDI

SPARK
GA P

To COIL

LEYDEN JARS

strurnents and saying he ha
connections with condenser s tried
else suggested, but failed. 'ha" evtrN

e extreof his set is less than 5 miles R th,his instruments. are
carefully Rime also 17,shellaced, all joints soldered

hi-je an il m"

that receian'nci,:;'

insulating tubes. His aerial Is
i,e,ts tilt 'celain insulators, and his

insniat7.1 9n ktall through. Says he fails to see wil 's goc4.do to improve on present
condition's at be tit

ci

theA.Cirwaceleatroe nhoeltpsuhripmrisoeudt.

yheofdenteoctourse

tance of our correspondent's
stationthan 5 miles, provided we have
interpreC '4'

in the th:

diagram ciosrrpercatcl
yticalTl

the head receivers connected
to the eondt'seuare practically short circuited.

In fact,
itsii-t

diagram

VA

M.E.
2.-If the discharge from the secondary of

a 1 -inch spark coil should accidentally pass
through the windings of a high resistance
telephone receiver, would it injure same?

A. 2.-Passing discharge of a 1 -inch coil
through the coils of a high resistance telephone
does not always injure same. We have sev-
eral times accidentally allowed a discharge
from a 2 -inch coil to pass through our
phones, and same are still uninjured. How-
ever, we do not mean to say that this would
hold good under all conditions.

WIRELESS CONNECTIONS.
(110.) NEW ORLEANS, La.

One of our correspondents encloses diagram
"A," showing connections of his wireless in-

CONDENSER

RECEIVERs

TIM

M.E.
A

prises us that any result at all is obtained rk
the above connections. The only way we en

explain this slight result is that when the hi

power government station a few miles i

from this station is operating, the energy n

ceived is enough to cause a condenser nal

We believe that by connecting the phones.6-

rectly between the aerial and the ground fl

this government station could be heard olt

a little better than is now possible.

The "Oracle" suggests the use of two toil

coils only, connected as per diagram B.

silicon detector is shown in this diagrasz

we are under the impression from .diagrao'!

that our correspondent is using this detects,lo

Of course it is understood that any other

A

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

1'1E.

A1

of detector should be connected
Dr

best suited to the particular
on

would suggest that tuning
coils

be connected as per
diagram 11.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
1,4,"63IFIED this columkinnd2.

Advertiseinents
in

tilts 0 word. la) display
of any

cp.- vgble in
advance,

stallips not accepted.

words per line. Miniamwunotr,d2.

IpieS.
/leaVy

face type 4 cents

n, 3 lines, Wireless "
!Over

iitiirplu
tiseinents

under "

5 cents
word.

Minimuni, 4 lines.

Wireless
books and

blueprints not listed

oder " Wireless"
2 cents a word.

oruttiiernents for the December issue must

tele o
hands by Nov, 23.

ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS.

goy ELECTRICITY
AT HOME-A complete

"viral course
at home, containing 30 -page detail

ig, 290.page text -book, 200 experiments and

1°°' op -pieces of apparatus.
Price, complete, only

sill
1580, Catalogue

ME S." explains this and

jettremarkable
offers. Thomas M. St. John, 848

oth Ate., New York.

/me writing please mention "Modern Electrica."

ELECTRICAL and METAL specialties of
atude.eription

made to order. Higia
Mk Prompt service. Correspondence in-
,ila, !tic/ening lz. shay, t Mesa°. Ill.
Ifieu writing please mention "Modern El

grade

ectrics."
EXPERIMENTERS send for our special bargain

icci motors and supplies. Also samples of the most
,oieful aluminum solder, bars by mail 25 and 50
en, Electrical Maintenance & Repair Co., 200
hist street, Newark, N. J.

Wien writing please mention "Modern Electrica."

,ptrIAL. New Rhe^stat ter Wireless, also
s reduce currents of lamps, motors, tc.,
tiliDIALLY. Price for November enly, 710c.

CAHN ELECTRIC CO., Denver, Col.
lien writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

ELECTRICAL BOOKS, BLUEPRINTS, ETC.
LifitELE%s conyi. Send loc. for b.ue print',ma Norse, Continental and Navy Codes.tt,tuols, Jr., Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.
lmeriting please mention "Modern Electrics.2
1.14LESS EXPERIMENTERS. If you wireIv lmintnents according to our set of ten blue -Z4 d tuned transmitting and receiving circuits.,. tin transmit

and receive the longest possible dis-25 cents.
cent!,Blueprints for Electrolytic Detec-Four blueprint of wireless telephoneweniave lD

Wireless Co., 230 S.

%I "tlow Please mention "Modern Electries."
'PELESS TEtt'1-ettes,, 0,

thes H:
and land stations, in theete Itst, it'll_ d with wireless, over 400 in all.

''' writing Please ention "Modern Electrics."
14..... WIRELESS ?klitote se hiekt 1,0% ave It. Coherers, Detectors,ita4,nsietttic Machines,
.1iZek n"Z;(.111t for. All appa-rknt:eskesa;;I°edu$141ttolfill '4 Why Pay freight ands,114( evolouroods from the East ? Comelitreer..sioek HANCE ELECTRIC
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The resistance of!,; leet, r
n$8.50. Send for

- ,-., Box 50, Mount
entton "Modern Eleetries."
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NAVY TRANSATLANTIC
type Double Head re-ceiver, 1,800 ohms, 20,000 turns copper wire. Highestefficiency, latest improvement, very sensitive, $10.00.Do rewinding of receivers of any kind, also makereceivers of very high resistance. C. Brandes, 135William street, New York City.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
WIRELESS. Discard your simple relay. Get aPOLARIZED RELAY at one-third its cost whilethey last. On trial for sixty days, at $1.75 per 100ohms, $3.50 per 500 ohms. Either relay will respondto long distance calls. Address, Meacham Coil Wind-ing Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
ATTENTION wittimEstii EXPERIMENTER% !Fused !silicon. piece large enough for oneDetector, 20 cents; Pneumatic Rubber EarCushion. fits any telephone receiver and posi-tively excludes all outside noise. each 50e.;Wollaston Wire. 26c. per inela Condensersfor rediving sations, 40e.; Carbon Cups forElectrolytic Detect. r 20e. ; Carborundumfinest selected crystals.25c.jter nonce; PirelliHigh Tension Rubber Cable. 10e. per toot.send 2c. stamp for 100-page Catalogue No.4.ELECTRIC IMPORTING CO., 86-Z West Broad-way. New York City.

When writing please mention "Modern Eleetrtes.-

FOR SALE.
MOVING PICTURE M MOINE ( French),

finest precision. guaranteed In every respect.Everything but the leness. Big electric, handted are lamp Generator enclosed in metal
square box) and gas apparatus goes with ma-chine. Will sell for 620.0o. Big bargain.
Photo sent upon request.

B. S., care of Modern Electrics Publication
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

PONY RELAY, $1.50; Precision coherer and de-
eoherer, $2.50 ; Telimco coherer and de-coherer, $1.00.
Address, T. W. Huntington, 2629 Pacific avenue, San
Francisco, Cal.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

FOR SALE.-Magneto in good condition; has been
used only three months. Price, $6.00. New 10 -Watt
Dynamo, price, $3.00. Thomas H. Blount, Jr. Box
242, Washington, North Carolina.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

FOR SALE -1.8 H. P. dynamo castings. Photo
and price for the asking. Crihfield Motor Works,
225 Third street, Lincoln, Ill.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether au
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
lent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

SCientif ir JInterican
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest air.
culation of nny Beieflt ttle journal. Terms, $3 a

ear: four months, $1. Sold by

Cod65 Broadway, ewYork
Branch Office, F St.. Washington.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
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Which is the Trained
Man's Home

It's in the home where training affects you most. It's in the home

where the size of your pay envelope really counts. The trained man

who holds a responsible position paying a -good salary is able to have

a home in which are found the luxuries of life.
The untrained man who cannot do any one thing well, who must

work by the day at jobs paying low wages, must put up with many

hardships and do without a great many of the comforts of life.

But such a man can better himself if he chooseS. An institution

backed with a capital of six million dollars, whose sole business for

17 years has been to raise salaries of ambitious men, will help him.

If you wish to better your position, increase your salary, and secure

a happy and successful life, it is your duty to mark and mail this

coupon. If your work is uncon-
genial, if you desire to advance in
your trade, if you wish a better
salary, find the way that thou-
sands upon thousands of men
have made their start for pro-
motion and multiplied earnings.
You do not have to leave home,
buy books, or give up your
present work. This is the most
practical and simplest way in
the world to secure promotion,
so if you really want a better
salary and a happy life, make a
definite attempt to get it by send-
ing in this coupon NOW.

When writing

-

.........
International Correspondence

Schools

Box 992. Scranton,
Pa.

.r obligationiwoep,
Please explain. without

bI ecfaonrequwahliitcyhfoirhaaivaergi,e,arrska,Idar)x,
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ri

Ellgi'"ro
7tiziccRhacno!n,as-tstoi

: \CIAlo'di ancItihiaanieit

arri: eVIIIIA:0:sg

Architectura

&hfllio.sttl'el

.kirc;ibteicntg
:::::70ti.

Civil Sery

EleCtrical Engineering
ElectricLighting Supt.
Electric -Railway Supt.
Electrician
Electric Car Running
Electric Mach. Designer
Dynamo Foreman
Dynamo Tender
Wireman
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Engineer
Civil Engineer

Name

 Sired and No.

tiserl'
guarantees the reliability of its sdver

.... ;.  
please mention "Modern Electric"...

" Modern Electrics "
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visoTog(Continued
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ATTACHMENT.

inch'"
rom Page 28O

brass wood-

conlra°date

1/-ountersinking them to add

&vole neatness
of the finished part.,e0s,

to
standard on sub -

Before In°11,nritjulugst at what point vi-
oseralsiCieurtat

to v"°rk
best with this attach -

bra This is done as follows : Op -

men speed up vibrator as
trate

coil and
h aspossible,

then take a small

screwdriver
and place same againstroc

vibtator-spring
just above contacts.

By moving
screwdriver up or down,

or
forward or

backward, just a trifle,

until vibrator
"sings," the proper ad-

justment
will be obtained. Mark the

point on vibrator where interruptions
are the

most rapid, and on line with
this mark, make a mark on standard.
Drill and tap a hole at this point,

to accommodate brass thumb -screw
'5" as shown in drawing. Before in-
serting "5" in standard, equip same
With a check nut (not shown on draw-
ing) to secure adjustment, as the vi-
brations speedily jar "5" out of place.
Now insert thumb-screw "5" in stand-
ard, and secure part numbered "6" to
'5.' The author used solder for this
Purpose. Next screw standard to sub-
base by wood screws as shown. Con-
qtc t up your coil, start same operat-
ing, and adjust attachment by turning

slre.

until it bears against vi-
tihrautinorb:scr.ew

with just the right pres-
adjustment is easily as -

by the

terminals.
The author"charge

increased length of

best
finds attachment

1

' i4tterie est

L_Ised.s
are

three to nine dry

lirele,, Telegraph
ExNar fa ter results

that justify the

perimenters
144:spnlay

now obtain a newcots
yt ef the

:.,t,! '4)11 adapted
especially for use Withkr, ,,,,I1C011

is of th

ligIce Detectors,

and Fine Adjustments, Thisf k " el3rnel ., e latest design,i ,i,i.td bta eu wire, and handsomely finished
withwlth

i r1:1 ss slide
rods and German silver contacts.NquiPPed
with Two Separate Sliding

1th 300 L Adjustable
Condensers

i.,,,,Tu'it may
be used with Adjustable Co nden-4104 Aqteinng in all Wave lengths wit hm the11,41put sa:0,,The Price of this Tuning

limits
.

, ,'llth Ohm Po
$3.25.'Ci 645

ri ' Fulton Ave., Baltimore,
Md.
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"t TrIenifort
'-iiodern Electrics."-------

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH OUTFIT

5.*.7
A MODERN

I CHRISTMAS
I PRESENT

Not a toy. A scientific high grade apparatus. Will workup to one mile, Comprises: Powerful 1 -inch SparkCoil, Oscillator Balls, Key, Coh, rer and Decoherer,75 Ohm. Relay, Sending and Receiving Wires. etc., etc.Guaranteed in every respect. Price remarkably low.Send for illustrated pamphlet.
CARRIED IN STOCK IN BOSTON.

Address: ALFRED J. HAYWOOD,
e/o Stuart-flowland Co., Boston, Mass.

GREATEST
INVENTION OF

THE AGE.

When writing please mention "Itg,,a,:,....-ro.,Arip_3zL__
u St New York

EIrrtrir Gr, Modern Electrics."

Geissler Tubes, 6 -inch, with liquid,
6 -inch, without liquid, 55c. Medical '4i*di $2.25Electric Top pretty color effects, $tw4i din
Lights with battery, 57c Tesla Sho,
need no hattery with these, $1.22. H
110-113 volts, 63c. Electric Door Be
$1 18. Best Friction Tape, % lb. 34c, "ELECTRO" I

SENDING I1ELIXany ampere, 9c. Snap Switches, 5
Hubbel Separable Attachment Plugs, Edison base, 28c.Climax Blow Torch with adjustable flame, 55c. Annunci-ator Wire, No. 18, per lb., 48c. Miniature Lamps, 3%volts 14c. Miniature Lamps 14 volts, 30c.' colored red
or green, 5c extra. Miniature Receptacles 8c. Eureka
Telegraph Instruments. 5 ohm. $1:87. Iron Box Bell, 38c.
Electric Current Tap. 48e. Manchester Motor, 93c. Rheo-
stat and Switch, 80c. Electric Lytic Detector $2.18. Auto-
matic Thermostat for fire alarm system, 73c. Electric
Meter, 57c. Above articles prepaid U. S. and Canada. No
stamps taken for these goods. Send stamp t or catalogue.
Ketteman Electric.Co., II8a Twenty-third St., Toledo, 0

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

Faucet WATER MOTORS
Complete with emery

wheel, buff wheel, pulley $2.50
to run sewing and washing ma-
chine, polish. In some cites where
we have no agents and where the
water pressure is good, a sample
motor will be given tree; apply at
once if you want to make some
extra money, or if you can devote
your whole time, liberal salary and
commission will be paid.

ALCOHOL STOVES, LAMPS
AND FLAT IRONS.

ENGINEERS WANTED to send for catalog of in-
dicators, Reducing Wheels, Planimeters. Address,

LIPPINCOTT M. S. CO.,
52 Columbia St.,

Newark New Jersey,

When writing please mention ''Modern Electrics."

E LECTR I CAL mNoovs,eltTieesle,pMhoontoerss,,

DTyomyas-,

Transformers, Batter -

STREET CARS ies, etc. We are the
worlds leaders. Cut
Prices. fiend 5c for

wl RELESS large catalogs and sample
Burning Wire. The 5c return-
ed with first order. Can save

you money on your magazines and papers. We give
valuable premiums with orders.

MEYER'S ELECTRICAL HOUSE

DEPT M. OS
EVANSVILLE, WIS.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
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VICTOR H. LAUGHTER

CONSULTING
WIRELESS ENGINEER

Wireless Telephone and Telegraph Instruments
supplied for experimental use. Drawings, plans and
specifications. High wound receivers, condensers,
silicon detectors, transformers. Send for descriptive
matter. Address,

VICTOR H. LAUGHTER, Byhalla, hiss.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

A few good
rage

Battery
wi BARGAINS

in 60 and 40 ampere, 4 and 6 volt ignition se's
from $3.00 up. Just the thing for coil work.
State your requirements and let us hear from
you as these wont last long.

E. M. & R. Co.,
Sunday Call Building
NEWARK, N. J.

Sole Agents for NOFLUX ALUMINUM SOLDER

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

DAYLIGHT AT NIGHT

When writing please

The Beek-Iden Lamp
This lamp is in appearance not

unlike other artistic table lamps,
but it is as different from ordinary
lamps, as day from night. It burns
Self -generated Gas, regulated like
City Gas, having more than twice
the illuminating power of gas or
electricity. The light is WHITE
and very soft as easy to the eyes
as daylight There is no chimney,
wick or mantle, no dirt, smoke
heat or smell. Nothing but a flood
of light. Burns at a cost of about
one cent an hour. Good Agents
wanted. Write for booklet 44 for
full description to

Acetylene Lamp Company
50 University Pl.. New York City

mention "Modern Electrics."

A Sensational Novelty.
Will Last a Lifetime

THE IMPROVED FLAMING
POKET LIGHTER.

Patented July 9, 1907, and Sept. 10, 1907
Infringers cautioned.

Every smoker wants it. Will light in windy weather.
Better than matches. A little deodorized wozd alco-
hol once in a while does the trick. Nothing to wear
out. Sample miiled upon receipt of 55c. Special
prices to dealers in dozen or gross lots. If you wish
to make big money this summer write at once to

1'he Auto Igniter o., 1947- B'dway, N.Y. City

HELLJust discovered that we have
about

100 4°Battery Plates, which
were put

aside wheot5,4,St'rat,a larger battery on our premises,
These waLiluatiitiuse only for two months

and are in good eeZiti'ittcitfact if we wanted we could pass them
as now

plates h
our customers who deal with us knowthat we tiee'Ititbody a square deal, that's why

we tell youetectievaii.we wish to sell. Plates are in perfect shape, bet Natlugs. You must solder them on yourself. hastkOnly one size plate on hand, 3 x 5 inches.
AS

First iPpg
they last

come. first,
each 10served.CENTS, either positive

Electro Importing
Co,86-z West Broadway,

New york
When writing please mention "Modern Electrify'

STUDY ELECTRICITY
Practical Books for Everybody,

10e. Each.
How to make : How to Make:

1. A Dynamo. Transformer.

ElectricA
eonde

n

Condenser.
A.

27. A Jump Spark Coil, Automobiles, &c.

1. A Taelecp.,hstocn.e.
3. A Motor.
4. A Storage Battery. Home -

50e. Each.
Questions and Answers

About Elect.
Dynamos and Motors, all

about them.
How to Make and Use

Induction Coils, &c., &c.
All books sent postpaid.

$1.00 Each,
Arith, pf. Mag. and Ex

tricity.
New Experimental Elm

tricity.
$1.50 Each,

The Storage Battery, Coo-
struction and Use,

M. Bubier Publishing Co., Lynn,lho,

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics"

Angttling Eltririral.
OUR NEW CATALOGUE-100 Pages of Elcctricit

Flash -lights to Dynamos. Containing
also the le.

gest assortment of unexcelled German toys.

Highest Quality.
Lowest Prices.

J. J. DUCK, 432 St. Clair Street, Toledo0

When writing please
mendon "Modern

lee

PNBOOK ernor5r the 13-Aiti

of Au icn90:.,,l,1,:v

TREI

bt.

pu

rnocuorrianenrgr.eaEdaysniy,eoluoerispeuelees,

pt

orY

business details, studies, co 9g'

:11b!ip;e!!!!!!!!!!!!,
HCIE11.DAY

TO 410

N,r You are no greater
Intel',

pea

RRBE

DickWsohnen--

5:iheoaoseI,
myse4n2tiAontidItoriurrs

gitf

All sizesifit°0:alietil:IT":01.'11,:iriel:

Trieelegtirn8.01
011(Pril

11%Perli/Ie

I N DUCTION
C011,5se$0.,p,

MOP 0
FOOtel ' r'e9

loo 0005
406° 5

please
mention

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." When writing
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THIS
IS THE WONDERFUL

RFD STYLO

INK PENCIL
Impossible to leak, even if car-
ried upside down. Writes like a
pencil. Has a platinum-
iridio feed wire and we
therefore guarahtee each
and every pencil. Order
one now.

To la -

trod ace

Iheinincialr.
to

celous

Peeaders of

MODERN

ELECTRICS
we will send

OnsamPle Pre
paid for 151.00.
Regular price
aridly $2.00.
Dealers and Agents
write for interestin g
proposition.
We also make electric
Bach lights, batteries.
the famous Universal
dry cells, electric scarf
on.. Aladin electric gas
lighters, electric magic
Interns; also the marvel -
am alcohol (in chunks)
Universal flaming cigar light -
e,, sample sent by mail for
30e,elc.. CATALOGUE FREE.
Special prices for July and Aug.

Morsel Novelty Co.

Over 2 Million of
these Pencils now

In use.
All editorials and
text matter of MOD-

ERN ELECTRICS
are written with

165 W, 29th St., New York, N. Y.

Red Stylo
Ink

Pencils

Trnen writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

Electric Power Motor
Sample Prepaid

for 35c.
Ageflt8 Wanted

111PIRE ELECTRIC

WORKS

1°63 BRIDGEPORT, CONN
tea "rain

Diems mention "Modern

IREL

Nes..

°rites

Electric:a."

ESS !
Get our new Double

Head Receivers, 75 Ohmseach Phone. Finest HeadReceivers
made for shortdistances.

ConIplete with cords,Postpaid $2.20.

Fletcher Stanley
36 Frankfort

St., NewCoyo.re

Dle

mention Modern Electrics."

293

THE GEM trmvERRALLy..\--,% ......

ADJUSTABLE.sY ELECTRIC LAMP STAND ANDBRACKET WITH REFLECTOR
For miniature lamps. kaises, lowers.moves forward and backwards and swingsall the way around in any direction.Stands on the table or hangs on the wallat will Invaluable as microscopic, focus-ing or dark room photographiclamp. Strongly constructed, allparts metal except insulations,nickel plated and japannce.

Price, complete with Reflector(no lamp), 81.00. By mail,extra 15 cents.

I leadquarte is for Electrical Goods

Manufacturers' and Inventors'
Electric Company

82 Nassau St., New York
When writing pleasemention "Modern Electrics."

I-runtrersucrelerenanaies Size x3Y2x3%.
1 No. 9950 as described. (patent pending) '2.25

"ELECTRO"
SENDING HELIX
(PATENT APPLIED FOR)

At last a sensible send-
ing inductance, having at
least 75% more inductance
than other inductances

not, satisfied.
VICTOR rt. GRAB & CO.

1101 Ashland Block, Chicago, Ill.
Agents Our offer will interest you-Write.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

"YOU NEED ONE on YOUR DESK"

..THE..

TRADE MARK

MULTI.INDEXING
FOLLOW. UP 'SYSTEM

Automatically calls to your attention all
matters to be taken up on any future date.
Letters, memoranda and the like, filed alpha.
betically and at the same time by date.

SIMPLE-PRACTICAL-ECONOMICAL
Approved by thousands of office men at the
National Business Show, New York, Oct. 5908.
Used in the offices of "MODERN ELECTRICS."

Write Today for Circular "ME -11"

OFFICE SYSTEM
INCORPORATED

222-F 4th AVE., LOUISVILLE, KY.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
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TELEGRAPHY
TAUGHT

in the shortest
possible time.

The Omnigraph
Automatic Trans-

mitter combined with standard key

and sounder.
Sends you telegraph

mesagrs at any sherd just as an

expert operator would. 5 styles

$2 up ; circular free.

Onmigraph Mfg. Co.

39% Cortlandt St., New YORK

please mention_ "Modern Electrics."
When writing

Electric Light Fixtures
For Residence. Boat and Camping.

We construct special
designs to order. We manufac-

ture all specialties of metal goods in quantities only.

Write us your requirements.
We issue no catalogue.

Dothberg flanufacturing Co.

112 Duane street, - New York City

mention "Modern Elec-irMs."

Battery
BARGAINS

in 60 and 40 ampere, 4 and 6 volt ignition se's
from $3.00 up. Just the thing for coil work.
State your requirements and let us hear from

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

pRiNT/NG if it's printed we do
it-and do it well.
No matter w her e

you are located We Can Save You Money.
Our work is clean, our services more than prompt, our
prices reasonable. Catalogs, Circulars, Pamphlets
a specialty. Write us your requirements to -day.
Schoen & Kellerman, 13 Vandewater St., New York City

When writini, please mention "Modern Electrics."

PATENTS
Advice Free. Rates Reasonable

Highest References. Best Services
SEND FOR FREE BOOKS

WATSON E. COLEMAN
Patent Lawyer Washington, D. C.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

STUDENTS EXPERIMENTAL
INSTRUMENTS

MANUFACTURED BY

Palmer Electrical Instrument Co
Enclose Stamp for Circular or Catalog

12 N. 38th St., . Philadelphia, Pa.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

"OW Eat 9 "
you often say, when you see a new piece of ap-
paratus, and wished you could dispose of your old
style instruments, to enable you to buy the up-to-
date kind. Well, why don't you spend 20 cents
and try a "For Sale" Ad in the classified columns of
MODERN ELECTRICS ? Remember there are close to
13,000 people reading the magazine, and it is abso-
lutely impossible not to dispose of your apparatus,
if your conditions are right. Better try it this month.
Remember, rate is only 2 cents a word. 14 cents
for 2 lines, 21 cents for 3 lines, etc.
Modern Electric. Publication, 84 W. Broadway, N. Y.

PRODUCTION OF sus,

HIOGSHCILFLRALTQIUOENNSC:YA1144411

(Continued from
Page 260)

productiony
c,fitthedell is that the

.

p
has as yet been verified or acce

the arpte

nal. The theory

°cillations

depends pon a a it s.

fiyrstthacgttmiat:self. When the current is
tive resistance" possessed b

to the shunt circuit the latter tennids

-

absorb from the arc some of
its curreDi

in order to charge the condenser C (F.
6). This current, he claims, does not

crease the potential difference betw
the carbons, but slightly increases

which causes it to further charge
condenser. As soon as the charge ii

complete, the current through the anis
once more normal and the condenser dis

charges back through the arc. This, of

course, increases the current through the

arc and decreases the potential difference

of the carbons, thus causing the conder,

ser to charge again and repeat the pro-

cess ; these operations occurring with tre-

mendous frequency as long as the arc is

maintained.
In the systems employing this method.

the inductance used in the shunt cir.

cuit is usually in the shape of the pri.

mary of an oscillation transformer,
the

secondary of which is connected in d1
uaCo.

aerial as shown in Fig. 6. The f req

cy and consequent wave length are

trolled by the value of the cbuerrdeonitiesubPi

Ipralireydintgo itthsewaarvce,
length

may
bore

mvieawde,otfhteirlee misanbyut little dtoluiebty

methods are sometimes employe.
d

more or less success,
and as inip ,vr

meats in this field are that

Various modifications

oF

by undamped waves, that 0

ally be adopted by
systems now employing

the ?Ric

condenser discharge methods.
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:s1,tfe,
4..0**c* ATAL

c1-0 013 e
EhailioLuA dNo:s just out has been mailed to all our customers.

If you have not received it, send 2 cents postage.

41e.i.
G

albs. anoznd s of new things especially WIRELESS goods and other electrical
apparatus, novelties, etc. Lots

-was oods; also Wireless Codes, etc. etc. Write at once. PRICbS REL,UCED.

Electro Importing Co. 86-z West Broadway, New York

WIRELESS APPARATUS
rsiatifollnuss.tratprincsestaakreenlofrwomasaucstuuaall

photos speak fur themselves. Several of our instruments

- ted bY aC°prnpamra'trucs not HOW
CHEA P, but HOW GOOD.eve' LiNe Is shown dinstruments rank with those of finest precision. We

exchange any
article listed below if not absolutely satisfactory, or refund the money if desired.

OUR been s"
oce

read,' d to nuke

UNIVERSAL
DETECTOR

STAND
(As cur)

Has heavy oak
base, and double,
spring adjustable
clamping discs,
one nickel plated.
the other silver
plated. This gives
excellent results.
Can be used with
a n y substance.

x,A(Aa-",0..,..0,!.!...
such as carborun-
dum silver tel-

No. 9230

Wide carbon
blocks, etc. etc.

Our stand gives you RESULTS and

dant tax your
pocketbook.

Two springs press the wires. (be-

tween which
the substance

to be used is to be placed) together.

Teasion can
be varied for any sensitiveness.

We give
FREE with each stand, a handsome pair of finely

nickeled tweezers,
with which

small crystals, etc. are placed in

position, a thing
impossible to do with fingers alone.

No.9230
Universal Detector Stand Simo
By mail est,

.10

No. 9260
IR and out WHILE SENDING
Takes up little room.

No wires

No.9260, Adjustable condenser, wit
No 9261 Stand only complete
No.9262, Leyden jar with snap -clip

i5V No. 9240,edie Radio
Telephone

Co.
Nhigh. w'eight 3 lbs.
s° *40 Electro"

Variable Condenser

ADJUSTABLE
CONDENSER

for sending only (pat-
ent pending). The
slickest condenser out
Six imported Leyden
la's SNAPPED IN OR OUT
to increase or decrease
capacity A 1 inch
coil in connection
with this condenser
and our No 9220 Gap
will give a crashing
discharge. which can
be heard for blocks

Jars can be snapped
used to connect jars.

h 6 jars

Size 10

52.50
.011
35

DOUBLE SLIDE "ELECTRO" TUNER Jr.
(PATENT PENDING)

Has 300 turns of our No. 25 enameled wire and our famous
ROLLIwG BALL contact slider. Bali cannot wear out wire, found
in inferior makes, as the ball located in tube under slider, is
pressed gently on the wire ABSOLUTE CONTACT at all times.

Oak finish throughout. Metal parts heavy nickel. Hard
rubber slider handles Size 8x3rAx34.

No. 9950 as described. (patent pending) 52.25

No 9270
the helix can be used. Stands up at an
7x7 inches. Takes very little room.

No. 9270 Sending Helix (patent applied for) .142.00

"ELECTRO"
VARIABLE

CONDENSER

Has 4 movable, and 5
stationary brass plates 5
in. square,1/16 in. apart.
Increases the sound in
phones fully 50%. Inval-
uable for precise tuning.
Similiar instrument used

inches long. 2 inches wide, 6

'Ildiag°TL--483.00,,50 not comare our cohdense with twoeces of tiCrv each
other andp

selling for $1.00-1.r 50. We don't sell junk .n

"ELECTRO"
SENDING HELIX
(PATENT APPLIED FOR)

At last a sensible send-
ing inductance, having at
least 75% more inductance
than other inductances 3
time as large and as heavy.
The wide, heavy brass
strip is wound in spiral
firm IN A PLANE which of
course increases induc-
tance enormously. This
style is used by the De-
forest Wireless Co. Has
2 spring clips with INSUL-
ATED HANDLES to vary in-
ductance Every inch of
angle of 60 degrees. Size

C.P cx?

sitr-;
4,1swaimiimi,

No. 9220

,ELECTRO" ZINC SPARK GAP

Increases the 6 endieu
distance of your coil 50% or MONEY

BA,K. Used now exclusively instead of spark balls.

The peculiar properties
of zinc make such a gap a great

deal more efficient, especeialli for distances over 1 mile.

Our zinc rods haVe insulated rubber handles; gap can be

adjusted while sending..
No. 9220 "Electro" Zinc Spark Gap as described, 5 .60

By mail extra
.03

"ELECTRO" POTENTIOMETER
(PATENT PENDING)

This is IT. You wanted it long. It is NON INDUCTIVE, a feature

never re414alized heretofore in potentiometers.
Instead of wire. on spool

he N.
or drum, we use HIGH RESISTANCE

GRAPHITE rods. Each rod is about 8

%th absolu ,401.1
inches long. Wefurnish with each instrument two rods. one SOO ohms

resi,tance, the other 500. Rods are EXCHANGEABLE,
Which is another

10x2 in'raes.nt7Iresistance of rods. We use our PATENT rolling
ball contacts on rods, which makes the sliding

°- 9250 "Electro" Potentiometer (patent pending)....51.50.
By mail 10e extra.



dreams

Face to face

With or

PP
Few of us have sufficient

judgment at thesion outset

of our careers to select the trade or profes for

If you
are

are misp lace& the sooner you are displaced,
which we best suited.

To -day you are fe tobecome just what yface with an opportunity

to advance-a
chance to

ou havethe better.

been waiting to be. Your help, _Fuide and instructor

will be the New Six Volume Edition of

Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity

The information
contained in the 3,000 7x10 inch

pages will be found of the utmost
value to the man

who is face to face with "Opportunity"
and wishes

to grasp it. The 2,000 illustrations, diagrams, tables

and formulas greatly increase the value of the books

as a Home Study Instructor.
The books are hand -

boundsomely
in half red morocco and are carefhully

indexed for ready reference-supplemeted
wit a

series of practical text questions.
All types of electrical appliances are given special

attention, and every, subject treated by a practical,

technical expert-wrtten
plainly and clearly. The

chapters on Theory, Calculation, Design and Con-

struction of Generators and Motors; ; Electra -pneu-

control of Electric Railways Single-phase

Electric Railway, are especially complete and well

worth the cost of the entire set to the wide-awake

Electrical Engineer.

FREE FIVE-DAY OFFER

Without deposit-oepaid, an receipt
set

of
of
Cothese practical

send you, express pr
books absolutely Free for five days' examination. If

the books are satisfactory and you wish to keep them,

send us $2.00 within five days and $2.00 a month untilse

you have paid the special $18.60 price ; otherwi

notify us and hold the books subject to our order.
Regular price is $36.00.

Order promptly and we will include FREE for one

year as a monthly supplement, the
TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE

A popular magazine with a technical turn containing
the latest discussion on timely topics in Science, .In-

vention, Discovery and Industry, also the best Ficton,
BiographY, Travel and Humor, in fact, the best of
everything. Illustrated with scores of interesting
photographs.

SOME OF THE SUBJECTS TREATED.

Electric Wiring-Electric Bell Wiring-Electric
Telegraph-Wireless Telegraphy-Theory, Calculation,
Design and Construction of Generators and Motors
-Types of Dynamos aand Motors-Elevators-Di-
rect Current Motors-Direct-Driven Machine Shop
Tools-Electric Lighting-Electric Railways-Electric
Welding-Management of Dynamos and Motors-
Power Stations-Central Station Engineering-Cen-
tral Station Design-Storage Batteries-Power Trans-
mission-Alternating Current Machinery-Telephony
-Automatic Telephone.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

uni

FREE OFFER COUPON
Clip and Mail To -day.

American School of Correspondence:
Please send Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity for

FREE examination, also T. W. for 1 year. I will
send $2.00 within five days and $2.00 a month until
I have paid $18.60; otherwise I will notify you and
hold the books subject to your order. Title not to
pass until fully paid.
Name
Address
Occupation
Employer

Mod. Elect., 11-'08.

When writing please mention "Modern Eiectrios."
s

"Modern Electrics" guarantees the reliabiliy of its 11,A

realized.cania

portu

Dreams.inbe.

visible only to those o e'

are ready

ambitionsn

fbugraesprillit

, op.

Opportunity

slumbering

Your opportunity is right in front
to se who

you need to occupy your time during the long

eausieyrowuoT-rkthefirm is just waiting for you to prove
don't care who you are-it's whatpy.ou all:

pay-shorter hours-cleaner and
for you-moreA better position is waiting

authority-just what you have been looking

forward to and dreaming about. ARE YOc

PREPARING YOURSELF FOR THIS AD.

VANCE? Training will count then. your

hours of "lamp study" will be rewarded.

Our "Home Study" course is just wlut

winter evenings. Bright, pleasant, interest-

ing studies that will rest you after a hard das

at the shop. The lessons are never long

enough to tire. They are written by practical,

technical men.
The AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRES.

PONDENCE is the only correspondence

school making a specialty of Engineering

Education. We are specialists. That is why

our students are in such demand-our
courses

best. Pick out the course that suits your

taste and present employment-put your

"X" before it to -day with a deterininatittit

t o make every spare moment count ill

your DREAMS ARE REALIZED.
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FREE INFORMATION
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Fill in and Mail To -day.

American School of Correspondence:

Please send me free illustrated
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of engineering information.
I am interest
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